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Abstract
Doppler backscattering (DBS) in 1D is an established and powerful fusion plasma
diagnostic technique. In this thesis we explore the capability of the novel Synthetic
Aperture Microwave Imaging diagnostic (SAMI) in performing proof-of-principle 2D
DBS experiments on the Mega Ampere Spherical Tokamak (MAST) and the Na-
tional Spherical Torus eXperiment Upgrade (NSTX-U). Phenomena observed previ-
ously using 1D DBS systems such as intrinsic plasma spin up, momentum injection
from neutral beams and sharp changes in power and turbulence velocity coinciding
with the L-H transition are re-observed. In addition, SAMI’s unique 2D DBS ca-
pability has enabled the first ever 2D maps of Doppler backscattered radiation to
be constructed. These 2D maps reveal that, due to turbulence elongated along field
lines, Doppler backscattered power is concentrated in directions perpendicular to
the magnetic field. This distribution of backscattered power allows magnetic pitch
angle to be measured. Results from the utilisation of this technique are presented
using MAST and NSTX-U data. This procedure constitutes a new independent
channel for diagnosing magnetic pitch angle and is the first case of pitch angle being
measured using a microwave diagnostic. A method utilising microwave diagnostics
is of particular interest as this presents the possibility of high temporal and spatial
magnetic pitch measurements enabling, through application of Ampe`re’s law, mea-
surement of edge current density: an important parameter in governing pedestal
stability. The new capabilities and limitations resulting from implementation of a
2D DBS phased array system are discussed. How such a 2D device might be further
optimised is examined and areas of further study are proposed.
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Chapter 1
Motivation and background
1.1 Nuclear fusion energy research
Nuclear fusion offers the possibility of an elegant and permanent solution to human-
ity’s energy needs. There is enough ubiquitously available terrestrial deuterium and
lithium fuel to provide enough low carbon fusion energy to supply current global
demand for millions of years [1]. Maintaining conditions for fusion to take place is an
extremely delicate process; loss of control would immediately cease further reactions.
In addition, the amount of fuel required in a reactor at any one time is tiny, typically
a few grams. These two factors combined render fusion reactors exceedingly safe.
Further still, future fusion reactors are likely to be economically favourable in the
long term as they have high power-generation density, provide power on demand, do
not suffer from diseconomies of scale and produce no long-lived radioactive waste.
There are currently three known methods for confining fusion fuel at the right
conditions for them to fuse and produce energy: gravitational confinement, iner-
tial confinement and magnetic confinement. Gravitational confinement is employed
solely by nature in stars. During Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) a fuel pellet
is compressed, typically by a laser, to fusion conditions and the fuel’s inertia alone
holds the fuel in place while fusion reactions occur. Magnetic confinement fusion
(MCF) uses magnetic fields to confine the hot fusion fuel in the form of a plasma.
MCF is the subject of this thesis and therefore gravitational confinement and ICF
will not be discussed further.
Many devices have been used to confine fusion plasmas such as magnetic mirrors,
12
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stellarators and tokamaks. Magnetic mirrors use the mirror effect [2] to confine
plasma within a region of low magnetic field. Stellarators have a very low or zero
plasma current [3], achieving poloidal magnetic rotation through a specific field coil
geometry. Tokamaks induce a poloidal magnetic field by passing current through
the plasma itself. Experimentally, tokamaks outperform other devices holding the
world records for fusion triple product [4] and fusion gain Q ∼ 0.7 [5]. At present,
tokamaks are generally agreed to be the most credible candidates for commercial
fusion power plants. ITER (“the Way” in Latin) is the next generation tokamak
device and is designed to be the first fusion experiment to achieve net energy gain. It
will be the world’s largest magnetic confinement fusion experiment, approximately
double the spatial dimensions of the current largest device (see Table 1.1), the Joint
European Tourus (JET). The central mission of the ITER project is to achieve Q∼10
operation with a fusion power of ∼500 MW for several hundred seconds [6]. ITER
is intended to be a proof-of-principle device which will be followed by a commercial
demonstration fusion power plant (DEMO) [7].
Though the central thrust of fusion research is concentrated on large “conven-
tional” aspect ratio devices such as JET and ITER, the data presented in this thesis
was obtained during experiments on MAST and NSTX-U. MAST and NSTX-U
are “Spherical” Tokamaks (STs) because of their comparatively low aspect ratios
(see Table 1.1). STs have been developed alongside JET and ITER and potentially
provide a significantly lower cost route to fusion energy.
Parameter MAST [8] NSTX-U [9] JET [10] ITER [11]
Major radius (m) 0.7 0.9 2.96 6.2
Minor radius (m) 0.5 0.6 1.25 2
Aspect ratio 1.4 1.5 2.4 3.1
Max plasma current (MA) 1 2 3.7 17
Max magnetic field (T) 0.5 1 3.4 5.3
Max shot length (s) 0.5 5 20 1000
Table 1.1: MAST and NSTX-U machine parameters
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1.2 Spherical tokamaks
From the 1980s onwards it was well known that due to magnetohydrodynamic con-
siderations, tokamak plasmas are inherently more stable at lower aspect ratios [12].
This increased stability allows Spherical Tokamaks (STs) to achieve higher plasma
pressures for a given magnetic field [13]. STs are said to achieve a higher β which
is a key performance metric used in tokamak design. β is defined as:
β =
p
µ0B2
(1.1)
where p is the plasma pressure, µ0 is the vacuum permeability, B is the magnetic
field strength and the factor of 2 has been ignored. This increased performance
would allow a ST power plant to be smaller and cheaper than a conventional aspect
ratio design. However, STs are in a relatively early stage of development and have
material science concerns, such as how to fit adequate neutron shielding around
the centre column, that are yet to be addressed. However, in the nearer term it
is thought that due to their high efficiency it could be possible to achieve a high
fusion neutron flux environment in a relatively compact machine. Though it may
not produce net energy gain, such a reactor could be used as a component test
facility for fusion materials development [14].
1.3 H-mode and pedestal stability
In this section a brief overview of pedestal stability is discussed, for a more compre-
hensive treatment see [15].
Nuclear fusion power plants are expected to operate in the high confinement
or H-mode. The transition to H-mode occurs when additional heating is applied
to a low impurity ohmic plasma via either neutral beam injection (NBI) or radio
frequency (RF) waves. H-mode is characterised by a transport barrier at the plasma
edge which forms a pedestal in the density and temperature profiles (the grey shaded
region in figure 1.1). The formation of this transport barrier is poorly understood
though it is thought to be caused by suppression of edge turbulence due to shear
flows [16].
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Figure 1.1: Electron number density (a) and temperature (b) profiles shown in L-
mode (blue) and H-mode (red) for MAST shot 27889. The pedestal region is shaded
grey.
H-mode operation is often accompanied by abrupt edge perturbations known as
Edge Localised Modes (ELMs) [17]. Although ELMs can have beneficial effects,
such as transporting impurities across the pedestal, they also significantly increase
incident heat flux on the tokamak first wall components, particularly in the divertor
region. In a DEMO scale device it is likely that the heat fluxes associated with
ELMs would be intolerable and would cause permanent damage to the reactor di-
vertor plates. The divertor is an expensive component and the need for its periodic
replacement would seriously undermine the economic competitiveness of future fu-
sion power stations. In addition, ELMs limit the height of the pedestal resulting
in degraded confinement. It is generally agreed that a detailed, predictive under-
standing of ELMs is critical for the successful operation of next generation fusion
devices.
Peeling-ballooning theory [15,18] proposes a mechanism for ELM onset and pre-
dicts pedestal height limits. It also highlights the importance of the interplay be-
tween bootstrap current and pressure gradient in pedestal stability. High toroidal
mode number (n) pressure-driven ballooning modes couple with low n current-driven
peeling modes at intermediate n (3 < n < 20) destabilising the pedestal by trig-
gering ELMs. The stability limits imposed by these “peeling-ballooning” modes are
shown schematically in figure 1.2. Within a certain region of p
′
ped space the pedestal
is stable. However, if the edge current or pressure gradient surpasses the stability
limit then an ELM is triggered causing a relaxation of the plasma back into the
stable region. Power moving radially outwards from the core causes the pedestal
15
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gradient to rise between ELMs. The edge current (primarily bootstrap) lags behind
this gradient increase. Type-III ELMs result when the density and input power are
low so that the current has had time to reach the peeling limit before the pressure
gradient reaches the ballooning limit (III in figure 1.2). If the pedestal gradients
and current increase at similar rates then large type-I ELMs (I in figure 1.2) occur
because as the pressure gradient collapses the pedestal remains in the unstable do-
main until the current density also relaxes to a value within the stable region. High
input power can lead to type-II ELMs (II in figure 1.2) if the peeling limit is high
due to strong shaping or large magnetic shear.
The edge pressure gradient is currently well diagnosed by, for example, Thomson
scattering diagnostics [19]. However, high temporal and radial resolution measure-
ments of the current density in the pedestal region have not yet been attained. In
the absence of direct measurement the edge current density must be estimated us-
ing formulas [20], all of which have associated uncertainties. Therefore, edge current
density is a highly sought after measurement as it allows peeling-ballooning models
to be directly constrained accelerating their development.
Figure 1.2: Simplified schematic diagram of stability limits in pedestal density
gradient-current density (p
′
ped,Jped) space. Type I, II and III ELM crash-recovery
cycles are shown [15].
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1.4 Microinstabilities and turbulence
Early on in magnetic fusion energy research in the 1950s scientists were optimistic,
if heat and particle confinement was limited by collisional effects alone, net energy
gain could be achieved imminently. Unfortunately, heat and particle transport was
observed to be two orders of magnitude greater than that predicted by collisional
estimates. Advances in theory, modelling and observations over the subsequent
decades have resulted in the widely-held consensus that this so-called “anoma-
lous transport” arises, in the absence of equilibrium-scale instabilities (sawteeth,
kinks, tearing modes), as a result of gyroradius-scale “micro-instabilities”. Micro-
instabilities are driven by the free energy from density and temperature gradients.
Micro-instabilities are not the subject of this thesis. However, Doppler backscat-
tering diagnostics deployed on MCF experiments, as will be discussed further in
section 2.1, analyse the radiation backscattered off turbulent structures caused by
micro-instabilities. To give an insight into how these instabilities develop we will
consider a few simplified examples.
1.4.1 Electron drift modes
Electron drift waves can be illustrated by considering a plasma slab in a uniform
magnetic field (See figure 1.3). The magnetic field and density gradients are along
the z and y-axes respectively. We consider a density perturbation to the background
gradient where areas of increased and decreased density are indicated by δn > 0
and δn < 0 in figure 1.3 respectively. This initial perturbation creates an electron
pressure which, due to their low inertia, the electrons respond by rapidly flowing
along magnetic field lines. Electrons flow from regions of high density into regions
of low density until the electron pressure is balanced by the electric field along
the magnetic field. Let us consider the electron force balance (see Appendix A for
derivation):
neme
(∂ve
∂t
+ ve ·∇ve
)
= −∇Pe − nee(E + ve ×B) (1.2)
where Pe is the electron pressure, e is the electronic charge, ne the electron number
density, E is the electric field, ve is the velocity of the fluid, me is the electron mass
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and B is the magnetic field. Working in the plasma frame and considering only the
component parallel to the magnetic field gives:
neeE‖ +∇‖Pe = 0 (1.3)
If we linearise Equation 1.3 and assume electrostatic perturbations:
ne → ne0 + δne (1.4)
E‖ →∇‖(φ0 + δφ) (1.5)
Pe → Te0(ne0 + δne) (1.6)
we can derive the relation
δne
ne0
=
eδφ
Te0
. (1.7)
where ne0, Te0, φ0 are the equilibrium electron number density, temperature and elec-
trostatic potential respectively. Perturbations to the equilibrium electron number
density and electrostatic potential are given by δne and δφ respectively. Equation 1.7
indicates density perturbations along the x-axis give rise to an electric field from
regions of higher to lower density as indicated in figure 1.3. The resulting E × B
velocity then acts to reduce the density in areas of high density and increase the
density of regions of low density. This causes the density and electrostatic potential
perturbations to oscillate in time. The resulting wave that propagates down the
x-axis, as indicated in figure 1.3, is an electron drift wave.
If the E × B flow and density perturbations are out of phase by pi/2, as is the
case if all non-ideal effects are ignored, then the mode does not grow and there is
no net radial transport. However, if the electrons cannot keep up with the wave
then this leads to a phase shift and growth of the mode. This can happen if one
takes into account finite electron mass, collisions or Landau damping. This causes
the drift wave to destabilise and the resulting microinstability is called the electron
drift mode. This instability is ubiquitous in tokamaks as all plasmas have density
gradients and dissipation; however, these modes can be stabilised through magnetic
shear.
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of the electron drift wave. A constant density surface is
represented by a continuous black line at an initial time and the dashed curve at a
later time. Regions where the density is greater than the line of constant density
are shaded [21].
1.4.2 The ion temperature gradient mode
Figure 1.4 shows a plasma slab of uniform density with a temperature gradient along
the y-axis. Let the magnetic field be orientated along the z-axis and increase in
magnitude along the y-axis so that the ∇B-drift velocity is oriented in the negative
x direction. If we assume that there is a initial small density perturbation, indicated
by the continuous black line in figure 1.4, then the hotter regions will drift faster than
the cooler regions. This will lead to regions of higher and lower density, indicated
by δn > 0 and δn < 0 respectively in figure 1.4. Due to the electron adiabatic
response (Equation 1.7) this gives rise to E-fields orientated as shown in figure 1.4.
The resulting E × B drift amplifies the initial perturbation causing the mode to
grow. This is the Ion Temperature Gradient (ITG) mode which has been studied
extensively, for example [22], and is thought to be a major source of transport in
tokamak plasmas. As the ITG mode depends on the ∇B-drift it has a wavelength
of a few ion Larmor radii. The scale of the resulting fluctuations is given by K⊥ρi ∼
0.3 where K⊥ is the component of the turbulent wave vector perpendicular to the
magnetic field and ρi is the ion Larmor radius [23].
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Figure 1.4: The physical mechanism for the Ion Temperature Gradient (ITG) mode.
The continuous line indicates a contour of constant temperature [24].
1.4.3 Other microinstabilities
There are many microinstabilities in addition to electron drift and ITG modes. The
Electron Temperature Gradient (ETG) mode, for example, is similar to the ITG
with the roles of the electrons and ions reversed [25]. ETGs have small wavelengths
and are thought to instigate fluctuations at small scales (K⊥ρi ∼ 10) [23]. Trapped
particles in tokamak plasmas are confined to the bad curvature, outboard side,
resulting in a net drift. The passing particles act as a background source of electrons
invoking an electron adiabatic response resulting in another drift type instability,
the Trapped Electron Mode (TEM), which typically manifests itself at intermediate-
scales (K⊥ρi ∼ 1) [23]. In addition to ITGs, TEMs and ETGs there are microtearing
[26], kinetic ballooning (concentrated in the H-mode pedestal region as discussed in
section 1.3) [27] and impurity modes [28].
The effects of the different instabilities cannot be added together to form a solu-
tion as modes of different length scales interact nonlinearly resulting in turbulence.
Within a magnetised plasma these turbulent eddies are elongated along the mag-
netic field so that K‖ << K⊥ (K⊥ is the component of the turbulence wave vector
aligned perpendicular to the magnetic field).
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1.5 Electromagnetic waves in cold plasma
If one ignores the thermal motion of the particles, treats the plasma as a fluid with an
effective relative permittivity, assumes the frequency of the waves are much greater
than the temporal wavelength and assumes the wavelength of the radiation is much
shorter then the spatial variation of the background plasma, then the Appleton-
Hartree relation can be derived [29–33]:
N2 = 1− 2X(1−X)
2(1−X)− Y 2 sin2 θ ± γ (1.8)
where
γ =
√
Y 4 sin4 θ + 4(1−X)2Y 2 cos2 θ
and X = ω2pe/ω
2, Y = ωce/ω. The plasma frequency, electron cyclotron frequency,
radiation frequency and angle of propagation to the magnetic field are given by ωpe,
ωce, ω and θ respectively. When light is propagating parallel to the magnetic field the
“+” and “-” solutions corresponds to the left and right circularly polarised modes (L
and R-modes) respectively. When light is propagating perpendicular to the magnetic
field the “+” and “-” solutions correspond to the ordinary and extraordinary modes
(O and X-modes) respectively. If the alignment is initially along the magnetic field
and is slowly rotated to perpendicular propagation then the right and left-hand
modes will evolve into the X-mode and O-modes respectively. Therefore, for oblique
propagation we will refer to the LO and RX-modes.
For propagation parallel to the magnetic field Equation 1.8 simplifies to
N2 = 1− X
1± Y . (1.9)
Setting N = 0 in Equation 1.9 and solving for ω tells us that there are two cutoffs
for parallel propagation given by
ω1,2 =
1
2
[(ω2ce + 4ω
2
pe)
1
2 ± ωce], (1.10)
henceforth we will refer to these solutions as the upper (ω1) and lower (ω2) density
cutoffs.
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For propagation perpendicular to the magnetic field the “+” solution simplifies
and results in the O-mode dispersion relation which is the same as that for an
unmagnetised plasma:
N2 = 1−X (1.11)
The “-” solution results in the X-mode dispersion relation:
N2 = 1− X(1−X)
1−X − Y 2 (1.12)
Just as in an unmagnetised plasma, setting N = 0 in Equation 1.11 and solving for
ω gives a cutoff at the plasma frequency ωpe. Setting N = 0 in Equation 1.12 and
solving for ω shows that there are cutoffs, as for parallel propagation, at the upper
and lower density cutoffs (ω1,2). However, there is also a resonance at the upper
hybrid frequency:
ωUH =
√
ω2pe + ω
2
ce. (1.13)
For a fixed value of magnetic field the parallel and perpendicular dispersion relations
are plotted as a function of X in figures 1.5(a).
Figure 1.5: (a) and (b) dispersion relations for radiation propagating parallel and
perpendicular to the magnetic field respectively with a constant magnetic field (Y =
0.5). The RX mode is shown in blue and the LO mode is shown in red. The upper
hybrid resonance is indicated by the vertical dashed black line at X = 0.75.
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1.6 Outline and scope of thesis
In this thesis we investigate the feasibility of utilising phased arrays to conduct 2D
Doppler backscattering experiments on magnetised fusion plasmas. Results from
experiments conducted on the MAST and NSTX-U spherical tokamaks using the
synthetic apperture microwave imaging diagnostic (SAMI) are presented.
Chapter 2 starts by describing the principles of Doppler backscattering in mag-
netised plasmas along with a review of the field. A brief introduction to the relevant
data processing techniques and computational models is also given.
A detailed introduction to the SAMI diagnostic including a hardware description,
the array optimisation procedure, side-band separation and polarimetry is given in
Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 describes the calibration and proof-of-principle experiments conducted
in the lab prior to SAMI’s installation onto MAST and NSTX-U. These experiments
verified SAMI’s ability to accurately measure the spatial location and extent of a
Doppler shifted source as well as the consequences of 3D scattering effects in the
recieving array. The antenna gain patterns and cross talks of the sinuous and Vivaldi
antennas were also measured and compared.
An overview of SAMI’s installation on MAST and NSTX-U is given in Chapter 5.
The location of normal incidence cutoffs during L and H-modes on both devices as
well as maps of probing k‖ and k⊥ values are presented.
Chapter 6 presents results from SAMI DBS experiments conducted on the MAST
tokamak. Many previously observed qualitative effects are observed in the SAMI
DBS signal. In addition, the first ever 2D maps of Doppler backscattered radiation
are presented. Using the distribution of red and blue-shifted radiation on these maps,
it is shown that a magnetic pitch angle measurement can be made. This pitch angle
measurement is shown to be consistent with results from other diagnostics.
An overview of the results obtained during experiments conducted on NSTX-U
are presented in Chapter 7. The same qualitative effects that were observed on
MAST are also seen in the NSTX-U data. NSTX-U magnetic pitch angle measure-
ments are presented and are shown again to be consistent with other diagnostics.
The main conclusions regarding the feasibility of the 2D phased array DBS
method are presented in Chapter 8 along with recommendations for future work.
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These recommendations include a number of experiments that could be conducted
using SAMI in its current configuration as well as possible upgrades to the system.
Potential designs for future phased array 2D DBS systems are also discussed.
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Declaration
Some discussion in this chapter has been previously published in [34,35].
2.1 Doppler backscattering
Doppler backscattering (DBS) was born out of conventional reflectometry when
propagating density fluctuations were found to cause the phase of the backscattered
signal to continuously increase (referred to as “phase runaway”) when the antenna
was oriented oblique to the normal incidence cutoff surface [36]. DBS maintains
many of the advantages of reflectometry such as: infrequent access to experimen-
tal hardware required, only a small amount of port space needed and high spatial
and temporal resolution. As with most microwave diagnostics, DBS systems can
be conducted using antennas fabricated from materials resistant to high heat and
neutron flux. In addition, waveguides allow electronic components to be delocalised
from the reactor and located behind neutron shielding if necessary. Therefore, DBS
is one of the few plasma diagnostics techniques that is suitable for installation on
next generation fusion reactors rendering its development essential.
Through measuring the Doppler shift and power (proportional to the turbu-
lence amplitude in the linear regime [37]) of the backscattered beam, DBS ex-
periments have been used to measure perpendicular velocity profiles of turbulence
structures and turbulence amplitudes on ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) [38], DIII-D [39],
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W7-AS [40, 41], EAST [42], HL-2A [43], LHD [44], L-2M [45], and MAST [46]. In
addition, if the E × B velocity dominates the turbulence velocity then the radial
electric field can be calculated: a parameter of great importance in fusion research
because of the suppression of microinstabilities through Er × B velocity shear [47].
Mechanically steerable mirrors and antennas have allowed k spectra to be measured
in addition to turbulence velocity on DIII-D [48], TJ-II [49], Tore Supra [50] and
AUG [51]. Resolving k-spectra advances the study of reduced transport regimes
where turbulence suppression is often non-uniform in space and wave-number. In
addition, by looking at the driving scale of the turbulence, wave-number spectra can
be used to spatially localise and identify microinstabilities.
DBS has also been used to study the toroidal and radial structure of geodesic
acoustic modes on DIII-D [39, 52, 53], AUG [54], TCV [55], Tore Supra [56, 57] and
FT-2 [58]. The perpendicular velocity, size and quasi-toroidal mode numbers of
filaments in the edge region were determined using DBS on Globus-M [59].
A conventional DBS experiment comprises a single antenna (assuming a mono
static arrangement) launching a beam oriented perpendicular to the magnetic field
and, in contrast with reflectometry, oblique to the normal incidence cutoff surface.
The returned signal is Bragg-backscattered off turbulent structures elongated along
the magnetic field lines. Either O or X-mode probing can be used; X-mode tends
to be preferred as full wave modelling predicts greater scattering efficiency in the
vicinity of the cutoff [60].
DBS is a coherent scattering process. In order for coherent scattering to occur,
the phase difference between scattering from one electron and from electrons in its
shielding cloud has to be small, i.e. kλD  1, where k is the wave vector of the
radiation being scattered and λD is the Debye length [61]. As will be shown in
section 5.1, typical values of k in the scattering regions of NSTX-U and MAST are
k ∼ 1 cm−1 at SAMI frequencies. The Debye length in the edge region of the MAST
plasma is λD) ∼ 10−4 m. Therefore, kλD ∼ 0.01, satisfying the coherent scattering
criterion.
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2.1.1 Principles of Doppler backscattering
The principle of Doppler backscattering can be illustrated if one considers a beam
propagating in vacuum incident on a turbulent reflecting layer (modelled as a si-
nusoidal corrugation of wave-number K⊥ = 2pi/Λ⊥ moving at velocity v⊥) at an
oblique angle (see figure 2.1). For the diffraction pattern of order -1 to return to the
launching antenna the Bragg condition requires
K⊥ = 2k0 sin θt (2.1)
where θt is the tilt angle of the antenna relative to the reflection surface normal and
k0 is the wave-number of the probing beam. From Equation 2.1 one can see that by
changing the inclination of the antenna the K⊥ spectrum of the turbulence can be
scanned.
Figure 2.1: Cartoon depicting the principle of Doppler reflectometry. The incident
beam of microwaves (in vacuum) is indicated by the green arrow. The scattered
beams of microwaves are indicated by the red arrows (-1th, 0th and 1th diffraction
orders are shown). The turbulent reflecting layer is indicated by the continuous
black line.
The Doppler shift of the backscattered beam is given by
∆ω = 2v⊥k0 sin θt (2.2)
= v⊥K⊥ (2.3)
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2.1.2 Doppler backscattering in fusion plasmas
In this section we present a more realistic scenario than that in 2.1.1. Figure 2.2
shows a magnetised plasma slab where the density is increasing along the negative
y-axis and the magnetic field is oriented along the z-axis. The incident beam’s
trajectory is at an oblique angle to the density surface normal and is aligned per-
pendicular to the magnetic field. As the beam enters the plasma it refracts as
the refractive index (N) and wave vector of the probing beam (k) decrease (see fig-
ure 1.5). Fluctuation measurements in tokamaks using Beam Emission Spectroscopy
(BES), reflectometry, heavy ion beam probes and laser scattering have shown that
turbulence amplitude decreases as K−3 or faster for intermediate wave-numbers
(K⊥ρi ∼ 1) in tokamaks [62]. In addition, analytical investigation of DBS using a
two-dimensional slab model and employing the linear Born approximation has pre-
dicted that backscattering efficiency ∝ K−2 [63]. Consistent with these empirical
and theoretical predictions, a K−5 scattered power dependence has been measured
directly on MAST [46]. Therefore, although scattering occurs continuously along
the path of the beam, backscattering is highly localised in the region of lowest k
along the beam’s path. Therefore, scattering occurs primarily at the reflection point
where the beam is propagating perpendicular to the density surface normal and the
Bragg condition becomes
KB⊥ ' −2ksc (2.4)
where KB⊥ is the binormal component of the density perturbations perpendicular
to the equilibrium magnetic field and density surface normal. The incident wave-
number of the probing beam at the scattering location is given by ksc.
2.1.3 Interpreting Doppler backscattered data
In this section a brief outline of the theory used to extract plasma parameters from
DBS data is presented. Radial force balance requires that for each species in the
plasma:
Er =
∇P
en
+ vφBθ − vθBφ (2.5)
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Figure 2.2: Cartoon representing DBS in a magnetised plasma. The plasma-vacuum
boundary is indicated by the horizontal black continuous line. The incident and
backscattered beams are represented by the green and red arrows respectively. The
normal incidence cutoff is indicated by the horizontal black dashed line.
where Er is the radial electric field, P is either the ion or electron pressure and n is
either the ion or electron number density. The rotation velocity and magnetic field
are denoted by v and B respectively. The φ and θ subscripts refer to the toroidal
and poloidal directions respectively. The turbulent velocity has contributions from
the E×B velocity and the phase velocity of the turbulence, vturb = vE×B+vphase. In
the plasma edge the E×B velocity is generally much larger than the phase velocity
of the dominant drift-wave turbulence [38,40,64], therefore vturb ' vE×B. Using the
definition of the E×B velocity (vE×B = 1B2E×B) and assuming Eφ = Eθ = 0 and
Br = 0 [65]:
Er = vE×BB. (2.6)
Combining Equation 2.6 and 2.5 the turbulent velocity can be written as
vturb = vE×B =
∇P
qnB
+ vφ
Bθ
B
− vθBφ
B
(2.7)
where the first term on the right-hand side of Equation 2.7 is the diamagnetic velocity
and q is the charge of the species being considered. The second and third terms on
the right-hand side are the contributions to the turbulent velocity from the toroidal
and poloidal rotation of the plasma respectively.
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If, for example, the aim of a DBS experiment is to measure the radial Er field
in the plasma edge, then a ray tracing code is used to calculate the location and
value of k at the point of minimum K⊥ along the path of the beam (ksc). The wave
vector at the scattering location can then be used, in conjunction with the measured
Doppler shift, to calculate a turbulence velocity. The radial electric field can then be
calculated using Equation 2.6 as is done in [38]. The scattering location is provided
by ray-tracing, which can be used with a Grad-Shafranov equilibrium solver such as
EFIT, to provide a value of B at the scattering location.
If the aim of the DBS experiments is to measure turbulent velocity then Equa-
tion 2.7 is used. Often the diamagnetic velocity and polidal roation are negligi-
ble [66], therefore,
vturb ' vφBθ
B
. (2.8)
Again, as the scattering location is known from beam-tracing the magnetic field
information can be derived from EFIT. On MAST toroidal rotation, as measured
by a DBS diagnostic [46], has been compared with that measured from Beam Emis-
sion Spectroscopy (BES) [67] and Charge eXchange Recombination Spectroscopy
(CXRS) [68] diagnostics; they were found to be in good agreement. It is notable
from this discussion that DBS systems are dependent on other diagnostics to extract
plasma parameters which is an unfortunate disadvantage of the technique. In addi-
tion, the core of tokamak plasmas are often dominated by turbulence that is more
ITG and TEM-like [69]. In this case the phase velocity may no longer be negligible
complicating the extraction of Er.
2.2 Beam forming
The image inversion algorithm employed on the SAMI active probing data is based
on the beam forming technique. Beam forming is a well established signal pro-
cessing technique for phased arrays and has been applied in radar [70], sonar [71],
seismology [72], wireless communications [73], radio astronomy [74], acoustics [75]
and biomedicine [76]. The principle of beam forming is outlined below in figure 2.3:
two parallel rays emanating from a source in the far field, at incident angle θ, are
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shown incident on two antennas separated by distance b. If data from both antenna
channels is digitised and the wavelength of the incident radiation is λ, then construc-
tive interference will occur when the phase of one channel is shifted by 2pi
λ
b sin θ. The
same principle is applied when analysing SAMI data. However, SAMI data analysis
is complicated by the following factors: the source is not assumed to be in the far
field, the problem is 3D and SAMI receives data on eight antenna channels.
Figure 2.3: The principle of beam forming: two rays emanating from a source in
the far field incident on two antennas. The antennas are indicated by the black
triangles, and the rays are indicated by the black arrows. The incident rays are
orientated at angle θ to the vertical and the two antennas are separated by b.
2.2.1 Frequency domain beam forming
Let us consider a receiving array positioned at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate
system with its field of view centred along the positive x-axis (see figure 2.4). Let the
beam be focused at a generalised point specified by r which is a distance r from the
origin and is located at horizontal and vertical angles given by θ and φ as specified
in figure 2.4. The unit vector, rˆ, pointing towards r from the origin is given by
rˆ(θ, φ) =

cosφ cos θ
− cosφ sin θ
sinφ
 . (2.9)
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Figure 2.4: The 3D beam forming coordinate system. The positions of the antennas
are marked with green cones.
If the position of the ith antenna in the array is given by xi and the array is receiving
radiation with a wavelength λ, then in order to focus the array at point r the phase
shift applied to the ith antenna is given by
ψi(θ, φ) = −2pi
λ
|rrˆ − xi| (2.10)
It is intuitive to see that if a point source were placed at r the signal would be
received at each of the antennas with a slightly different phase given by Equation 2.10
(note that |rrˆ−xi| is simply the distance from source to the ith antenna). Therefore
applying this phase shift to each antenna signal before summing them together
results in constructive interference in the (θ, φ) direction. Before being phase shifted
and summed together, if one considers a time interval ∆t, a Fourier transform is
applied to each antenna channel
SˆAi (ν) =
∫ t+∆t
t
SAi (t)e
2pijνtdt (2.11)
where SAi is the complex signal made up of the I and Q components from the
ith antenna (SAi = Ii + jQi) and j =
√−1. The complex signal from the ith
antenna in the frequency domain is denoted by SˆAi . Applying a Fourier transform
to each antenna channel allows the phase shifts denoted in Equation 2.10 to be
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applied in the frequency domain. On SAMI DBS experiments this is computationally
advantageous as one is typically only interested in a small subset of the available
±125 MHz IF spectrum; typically νprobe± 0.2 MHz where νprobe is the active probing
IF frequency. In the frequency domain only the values of interest have to be phase
shifted, therefore, when conducting frequency domain phase shifts on SAMI data the
computational efficiency is increased by a factor of 625 (relative to a time domain
phase shift). The frequency domain synthesised beam signal is given by
SˆB(∆ν, θ, φ) =
N∑
i=1
wiSˆ
A
i (∆ν)e
jψi(θ,φ) (2.12)
where wi is a complex calibration factor correcting for amplitude and phase im-
balances between antenna channel hardware, the sum is over N antennas and ∆ν
denotes the subset of frequency values included in the receiving beam. To measure
the intensity in the (θ,φ) direction within the bandwidth ∆ν, the magnitude of SˆB
is integrated across ∆ν:
I(∆ν, θ, φ) =
∫
∆ν
|SˆB(ν; θ, φ)|2dν (2.13)
By evaluating I over a range of horizontal and vertical viewing angles a 2D map of
intensities, such as that shown at the figure 5.2b, can be plotted.
Erroneously in Equation 2.10 it is assumed that the location of the source is
known. However, in the far field (r >> |xi|) the phase is not sensitive to r and
much more so to the directionality, rˆ. Therefore, a meticulous value of r is not
necessary for accurate image reconstruction. SAMI is sufficiently far away from the
plasma in MAST ( |xi|
r
∼ 0.1) for the far field approximation to hold. In practice
r was estimated using the location of the LCFS. If installed on other experiments
where |xi| ∼ r, it will be critical to make as good an estimate as possible for r using
density profile diagnostics and magnetic equilibria reconstructions.
2.2.2 Beam forming in terms of cross correlations
The intensity distribution derived from beam forming (Equation 2.13) can be rewrit-
ten as:
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I(∆ν, θ, φ) =
∫
∆ν
SˆBSˆB
∗
dν
=
∫
∆ν
(
N∑
i=1
wiSˆ
A
i e
jψ
)(
N∑
i=1
wiSˆ
A
i e
jψ
)∗
dν
=
N∑
i=1
Γˆii +
N−1∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
Γˆije
j(ψi−ψj) +
N−1∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
Γˆ∗ije
−j(ψi−ψj) (2.14)
where the frequency domain cross-correlation is given by:
Γˆij =
∫
∆ν
SˆAi Sˆ
A∗
j dν (2.15)
It is apparent from Equation 2.14 that beam forming, though not equivalent, is
similar to the image inversion algorithm used during SAMI’s passive operating mode
[31,77].
2.3 Ray and beam-tracing
DBS diagnostics provide turbulence amplitude and velocity measurements at the
backscattering location for a particular beam alignment. Backscattering occurs at
a location radially shifted outwards from the normal incidence cutoff where Equa-
tion 2.4 is satisfied and depends on the density profile and magnetic equilibrium.
Therefore, to localise the DBS measurements the results have to be coupled to
Thomson Scattering, a Grad-Shafranov magnetic equilibrium solver and a ray or
beam-tracing code.
The ray-tracing equations are derived using the lowest order WKB approxima-
tion which is valid provided that the characteristic length and temporal scales of
the plasma are longer than the wave length and period of the radiation in question.
This condition is typically satisfied for radiation in tokamak plasmas where ω ∼ ωce.
For a complete derivation please consult the comprehensive description given in [78].
The resulting equations are as follows:
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k˙ =
∂D/∂x
∂D/∂ω
, (2.16)
x˙ = −∂D/∂k
∂D/∂ω
, (2.17)
ω˙ = − ∂D/∂t
∂D/∂ω
, (2.18)
where x is the position vector, D is the dispersion relation, k is the wave-vector
and ω is the frequency of the radiation. Equations 2.16, 2.17 and 2.18 are solved
numerically tracing out the path of the ray. Note that the evolution of the amplitude
of the ray can only be determined by expanding the WKB solutions to higher order.
For SAMI experiments on MAST the TORBEAM beam-tracing code was used
[79]. The beam-tracing approach [80] takes into account diffraction resulting in
ordinary differential equations allowing a user to calculate the propagation of the
beam in a tokamak plasma. The beam-tracing ordinary differential equations are
outlined in [79]. For DBS core measurements, accurate beam-tracing is crucial to
determine the spatial location of the probed wave-number. In edge measurements,
such as SAMI, its importance is reduced as the radial shift outwards from the normal
incidence cutoff is small. In addition, one should note that, when using TORBEAM,
density was assumed to be constant on flux surfaces. However, it is known that
neoclassical effects can change the density on a flux surface leading to up down
poloidal asymmetry [81]. This could potentially lead to inaccuracies in the scattering
location calculated by TORBEAM.
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Figure 2.5: TORBEAM code applied 200 ms into MAST shot 27969. (a) A poloidal
cross-section showing the path (red continuous line) of a beam launched horizontally
from the position of the SAMI antenna array (black dot) towards the low field side
of the plasma. Contours of constant normalised magnetic flux are shown in blue.
(b) Plasma frequency as a function of normalised magnetic flux. (c) Normalised k
as a function of major radius (R) along the path of the beam (k0 is the wave vector
of the beam in vacuum).
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Figures 3.1 and 3.7 and the accompanying discussion have been previously published
in [34,35].
3.1 Overview
Doppler backscattering experiments have been developed which steer a narrow prob-
ing beam (thereby altering the scattering wave-number) either mechanically [46], or
by sweeping in frequency [82]. The backscattered radiation is then received on a
single antenna channel (see figure 3.1). However, never before has Doppler backscat-
tering been attempted using a phased array. The Synthetic Aperture Microwave
Imaging (SAMI) diagnostic [31, 77, 83] launches a broad (±40° horizontal and ver-
tical) probing beam and the backscattered signal is received on an array of eight
antennas (figure 3.1(b)). The phase and amplitude of each channel is digitised en-
abling SAMI to focus the received beam post shot. This capability is unique to
SAMI and is an entirely novel way of conducting DBS experiments. In addition,
prior to SAMI only two DBS experiments have been conducted on spherical toka-
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maks: one focusing on the edge [59] and one focusing on the core [39]. Spherical
tokamaks are not well suited to traditional DBS experiments due to large variations
in magnetic pitch leading to poor beam alignment. However, SAMI’s 2D nature
allows for good beam alignment regardless of pitch variations. In this chapter we
give an introduction to this innovative and exciting diagnostic.
Figure 3.1: Poloidal cross-section cartoon of DBS. The plasma is indicated by the
beige region. The incident probing beams are shown in green and the backscattered
beams are shown in red. The direction of the turbulence velocity is indicated by
the black arrows. The normal incidence O-mode cutoff is indicated by the dotted
black line. (a) A steerable conventional single horn DBS experiment. (b) The SAMI
diagnostic probes the plasma with a broad beam and receives backscattered radiation
from multiple directions and Doppler shifts on eight phase sensitive antennas.
3.2 SAMI hardware
The SAMI hardware is grouped together into five components: the antenna array,
the heterodyne receiver, the filter patch panel, the Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) and digitisation unit, the Local Oscillator (LO) source and the SAMI PC.
(see figure 3.2). In the following section we will consider each of the components
listed in figure 3.2 in turn. Here we give a brief overview of the system; if further
technical information is desired, please consult the following references [31, 77, 83].
We will concentrate on the diagnostic as it was set-up on MAST. Notable modifi-
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cations were made prior to installation on NSTX-U which will be discussed later in
section 5.2.
Figure 3.2: Simplified overview of the SAMI system. Arrows indicate the direction
of information.
3.2.1 The antenna array, heterodyne receiver and filter patch
panel
A schematic of the antenna array, heterodyne receiver and filter patch panel is shown
in figure 3.3. Incident microwave radiation (10-34.5 GHz) is received by an array
of eight Vivaldi or sinuous antennas (described below in sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5
respectively). The signals from each antenna are then passed through a set of
low noise amplifiers and 90° phase-separated into in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q)
components by hybrid couplers. The I and Q components are then heterodyne
down-converted by second harmonic mixers before being amplified, low-pass filtered
and passed through coaxial cable (coax) to the digitisation unit. The incident local
oscillator signal is initially amplified before being passed through two stages of four-
way power splitters. The 16 resulting LO signals, attenuated to the same power,
are then used to down-convert the I and Q components for each antenna channel.
As well as receiving and digitising passive plasma emission, SAMI also launches
two beams of radiation towards the plasma and analyses the backscattered signal.
FPGAs provide 10 and 12 MHz square waves which are split into I and Q com-
ponents before being up-converted by a set of second harmonic mixers. The I and
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Q components are then recombined before being amplified and launched into the
plasma on two separate antennas.
Figure 3.3: A schematic of the antenna array, heterodyne receiver and filter patch
panel.
.
3.2.2 The Local Oscillator (LO) source
A schematic of the Local Oscillator (LO) source is shown in figure 3.4. The LO
source contains a bank of Dielectric Resonance Oscillators (DROs) which provide
LO signals at 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 10.25, 11.25, 12.25, 13.25, 14.25, 15.25
and 17.25 GHz. Each DRO is connected to a 16-to-1 switch via an attenuator
and isolator. The switch enables the FPGAs to select a particular LO channel
and thereby set the receiving and probing frequencies. The selected LO channel is
amplified before being passed through a two-way power splitter giving two identical
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outputs. Both outputs are connected to the heterodyne receiver via coax (flexible 18
GHz SMA) and provide the LO signal for receiving, down-conversion and probing,
up-conversion as discussed in section 3.2.1.
Figure 3.4: A schematic of the antenna array and Local Oscillator (LO) source.
3.2.3 Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and digi-
tisation
SAMI uses FPGAs to control the demanding 14-bit, 250 Mega sample digitisation of
16 channels. FPGAs were chosen for this task as they are extremely flexible and their
use incurs a significantly lower capital cost than a traditional digitiser of equivalent
specification. Their flexibility has enabled the real time continuous streaming of
active probing data to be implemented (limited to 0.5 s previously) via only a
firmware upgrade and no additional circuitry. FPGAs also control the downloading
of data and transmission over network to a PC where it is saved to disc. The FPGAs
also control the frequency switching and produce the IF active probing frequencies.
Two FPGA boards are used: one for digitising antenna channels one to four, and
another for channels five to eight. Further discussion of the digitisation system is
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outside the scope of this thesis but its design and implementation is discussed at
length in reference [83].
3.2.4 Vivaldi antipodal antennas
SAMI’s antennas have to satisfy a number of constraints: the antennas are required
to be broadband (10-34.5 GHz), small enough so that at least 10 can fit into a
15 cm diameter circular port and have a wide field of view (±40 degrees in the
vertical and horizontal directions). A design that satisfies all of these constraints
is the antipodal Vivaldi antenna. Vivaldi antennas are also inexpensive as they are
fabricated using Printed Circuit Board (PCB) technology. Since the Vivaldi antenna
was initially proposed by Gibson [84] they have been researched extensively [85–89]
and have been utilised in radar, satellite communication and radio astronomy [85].
Simulations have shown that an exponentially tapered flare, y = c1e
Tx + c2 provides
the best wide-band performance [90]. The optimal design parameters for the Vivaldi
antenna can be obtained from the literature since, as Maxwell’s equations are scale
invariant, one only has to decide on the size of the Vivaldi antennas required for the
desired frequency band. The width of the antenna approximately defines the lower
frequency cut-off for the antenna which is ∼ λ
2
. An antenna with a width of 21
mm performs well between 7.5 and 36 GHz encompassing all the SAMI frequency
channels.
3.2.5 Sinuous antennas
Another suitable PCB antenna is the sinuous design. Sinuous antennas have a spiral
design meaning that their bandwidth is set by the inner and outer termination
radius. However, unlike spiral antennas, they couple to linearly polarised radiation
enabling them to be dual polarised. Their structure is considered to be composed
of “cells”, with each cell being a scaled version of its predecessor making sinuous
antennas log-periodic. The cells of the sinuous structure are generated from the
sinuous curve which is defined by the equation provided by R. H. Du Hamel [91].
The sinuous curve for the pth cell is given by
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φ = (−1)pα sin
[
pi
ln( r
τpR0
)
ln(τ)
]
(3.1)
where r and φ are the polar coordinates of the curve and R0 is the radius of the
outermost cell. The radius of the pth cell is given by τ pR0 and α is the angle
through which the sinuous curve is swept. τ and α are constants (consistent with
the definition of log-periodic).
In order to create a sinuous antenna, Equation 3.1 is swept through an angle
2δ to generate one sinuous arm. This process is then repeated with a 180° offset
creating a dipole. The resulting two-petal, singularly polarised sinuous antenna is
shown in figure 3.5. If the same process is repeated with a 90° offset, another dipole
can be added creating a four-petal, dual-polarised sinuous antenna. Due to practical
constraints connecting a balun to the antenna the SAMI sinuous antennas are made
up of two single-polarised sinuous antennas offset at 90° stacked on top of each other.
As with the Vivaldi antenna the optimum sinuous design parameters are available in
the literature [92–94]: these were then scaled appropriately for the SAMI frequency
bandwidth. Figure 3.5 shows the 15 cell design of the sinuous antennas for SAMI:
the corresponding design parameters are τ = 0.77, α = 90°, δ = 22.5° and R0 = 6.5
mm.
3.3 Array optimisation
A phased array can never perfectly reconstruct an image as this would require an
infinite number of antennas filling an never-ending aperture. However, as we will
see, a lot of information can be gained from a finite antenna inversion. A simple
2D example of a finite aperture image inversion (beam-pattern) using the beam
forming algorithm is given in figure 3.6. Figure 3.6 shows how the image inversion
is affected as the aperture and antenna separation is varied in an array of equally
spaced antennas. The near-field response to a point source placed directly in front
of the array at a distance of 1 m is shown. Perfect image reconstruction of the
source would result in a line at zero degrees (indicated by the red dashed line in
figure 3.6). The position of the point source can be accurately measured as this
coincides with the maximum amplitude of the image reconstruction. However, in
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Figure 3.5: SAMI’s singularly polarised, 15 cell, two-petal sinuous antenna design
viewed from the front. The significance of the α and δ parameters are indicated in
blue. The grey vertical dashed line indicates the frequency averaged polarisation
along which maximum gain is achieved.
figures 3.6 (a) to (i), the central maximum is comparatively broad relative to the
source and accompanied by spurious side-lobes which can confuse interpretation.
In addition, when antenna separation is large (a-c) the array pattern repeats itself
several times within the ±90° viewing range. Figure 3.6 illustrates two effects: the
first, is that decreasing the distance between antennas increases the field of view (size
of the non-repeated region); the second, is that the width of the central maximum
(angular resolution) decreases as the aperture size increases.
Quantitatively, at small incident angles for a source in the far-field radiating at
frequency ν, the field of view is given by
θmax ' c
νbmin
(3.2)
where the minimum antenna separation is bmin and c is the speed of light. If the
maximum antenna separation in the receiving array is given by bmax then similarly
the 3 dB width of the central maximum is given by
θ3dB ' c
3νbmax
(3.3)
In figure 3.6 the receiving antennas are in an equally spaced 1D array for simplicity.
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Figure 3.6: The response of a 1D array to a 11 GHz point source placed in the
centre of the field of view at a distance of 1 m. The response of nine different arrays
are shown (a)-(i) for all combinations of aperture sizes 6, 12, 18 cm and antenna
separations 1, 3, 6 cm. The antennas are always equally spaced in the array: as the
antenna separation decreases and aperture size increases, more antennas are added
to the array. The number of antennas in the array is given by the red number in
the bottom right-hand side of each graph.
However, having an array constructed in this way is highly inefficient in terms of
side-lobe suppression. Designing an array in order to maximise its efficiency in 2D
is an involved process.
The SAMI array installed on MAST was designed using a simulated annealing
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antenna placement optimisation strategy, a process based on the analogy of anneal-
ing in metallurgy. The performance of the array was reduced to a single parameter,
the array factor beam efficiency, which was then maximised. This optimisation
method is further outlined in references [31, 95, 96]. The array design that resulted
from this process is shown in figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: The MAST Vivaldi SAMI array configuration. The positions of the
two emitting antennas are indicated by red dashed circles and are numbered 1-2.
The positions of the eight receiving antennas are indicated by green circles and are
numbered 1-8. The array is shown as viewed from the plasma facing side.
3.4 Side-band separation
RF radiation arriving at the SAMI receiving array is heterodyne down-converted
using second harmonic mixers. This is done by mixing the RF signals with a local
oscillator signal of frequency ωLO. If we consider a single frequency, ωRF, then mixing
will result in two frequencies 2ωLO +ωRF and 2ωLO−ωRF. Post mixing, signals pass
through IF amplifiers, low pass filters and IF coaxial cable to the FPGAs. After these
three stages the high frequency component, 2ωLO + ωRF, is completely suppressed
and only the IF, 2ωLO − ωRF, component remains. The signals are digitised at a
frequency of 250 Mega samples per second resulting in a Nyquist frequency of 125
MHz. Therefore, for a local oscillator channel of frequency ωLO, data is digitised
between 2ωLO− 125 MHz and 2ωLO+ 125 MHz. Signals with frequency ωRF that are
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within the frequency ranges 2ωLO− 125 MHz< ωRF < 2ωLO and 2ωLO < ωRF < 2ωLO
+ 125 MHz are said to be in the lower and upper side-bands respectively.
Let us consider a scenario where two RF signals of equal amplitude are incident
on the SAMI antenna array; one in the lower side-band, frequency 2ωLO−δωl, phase
φl; the other in the upper side-band, frequency 2ωLO + δωu, phase φu. These signals
will be amplified and subsequently phase separated by the hybrid couplers; at which
point the RF I and Q components can be written as
IRF = AI
{
cos[(2ωLO − δωl)t+ φl] + cos[(2ωLO + δωu)t+ φu]
}
(3.4)
QRF = AQ
{
sin[(2ωLO − δωl)t+ φl] + sin[(2ωLO + δωu)t+ φu]
}
. (3.5)
where AI and AQ are the amplitudes of the I and Q components respectively. Now
let us consider the effect of down-converting these signals. If IRF and QRF are both
multiplied by cos(2ωLO) and passed through a low pass filter then the resulting IF
signals are given by
IIF =
AI
2
[cos(δωlt− φl) + cos(δωut+ φu)] (3.6)
QIF =
AQ
2
[− sin(δωlt− φl) + sin(δωut+ φu)]. (3.7)
It is clear from Equation 3.6 why I and Q separation is necessary before mixing;
phases behave oppositely in upper and lower side-bands. In a phase sensitive device
this makes phase measurements using only the I component of a dual side-band
signal challenging. Digitising both I andQ components enables side-band separation
and therefore phase sensitive measurements. If a Hilbert transform is taken of the
I and Q signals post mixing then the following results:
IˆIF =
AI
2
[sin(δωlt− φl) + sin(δωut+ φu)] (3.8)
QˆIF =
AQ
2
[cos(δωlt− φl)− cos(δωut+ φu) (3.9)
where the hat operator denotes a Hilbert transform (in practice the Hilbert transform
is applied post digitisation using software). Using Equations 3.6-3.8 and assuming
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that the I and Q amplitudes are the same (AI = AQ = A), side-band separation
can be achieved through the following relations:
IIF − QˆIF = A cos(δωut+ φu) (3.10)
IˆIF +QIF = A sin(δωut+ φu) (3.11)
IIF + QˆIF = A cos(δωlt− φl) (3.12)
IˆIF −QIF = A sin(δωlt− φl). (3.13)
In practice this process is limited by the phase and amplitude imbalance of the I and
Q components. However, these imbalances can be corrected for through calibration
allowing for a highly effective side-band separation.
3.5 Polarimetry
The polarisation of radiation incident on an antenna array is often described by set
of four “Stokes” parameters [97,98]. For an electromagnetic wave propagating along
the z-axis with E-field components in the x and y direction, the Stokes parameters
(I, Q, U and V ) are related to the x and y electric field components (Ex and Ey)
by:
I = 〈E2x(t)〉+ 〈E2y(t)〉 (3.14)
Q = 〈E2x(t)〉 − 〈E2y(t)〉 (3.15)
U = 2<〈Ex(t)E∗y(t)〉 (3.16)
V = 2=〈Ex(t)E∗y(t)〉. (3.17)
where the angled brackets indicate time averaging. Stokes parameters collectively
constitute a complete description of polarisation: I is a measure of the total intensity,
Q and U represent the linearly polarised components and V represents the circularly
polarised component. The degrees of linear, circular and total polarisation are given
by:
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ml =
√
Q2 + U2
I
(3.18)
mc =
V
I
(3.19)
mt =
√
Q2 + U2 + V 2
I
(3.20)
θ =
1
2
tan−1
(
U
Q
)
(3.21)
respectively where θ gives the angular orientation of the linear polarisation plane.
The mt component will only not equal unity when unpolarised radiation is present
(for example thermal radiation).
3.5.1 Linearly polarised antenna array response
Let us consider an array of linearly polarised antennas which lie in the x−y plane and
where the ith antenna is orientated at angle ψi to the y-axis. If incident radiation
has electric field components in the x and y directions and is propagating in the
negative z direction, the response of the ith antenna is given by:
si(t) = Ex,i sinψi + Ey,i cosψi (3.22)
If we consider the cross-correlation between antennas (Γij = 〈sis∗j〉) then, using
Equations 3.14-3.17 we obtain the following:
Γij =
1
2
[(Ivij +Q
v
ij) sinψi sinψj
+ (U vij + iV
v
ij) sinψi cosψj
+ (U vij − iV vij) cosψi sinψj
+ (Ivij −Qvij) cosψi cosψj (3.23)
where the subscripts ij and superscript v have been added to the Stokes parameters
symbols to indicate that they represent the complex correlated visibilities not simply
the intensity of the radiation. It is these visibilities that are required in order to
map polarised emission.
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For simplicity, let us consider only antennas with angular orientations taking
either ψi = 0 or ψi = 90°; it is then apparent that, in order to measure Ivij and Qvij
along a given baseline, it is necessary to obtain a correlation measurement between
two antennas where {ψi = 0°, ψj = 0°}, whilst also along the same baseline obtain-
ing the correlation between two antennas where {ψi = 90°, ψj = 90°}. Through
addition and subtraction of these two results Ivij and Q
v
ij are obtained respectively.
Which Stoke visibilities are obtained through which antenna orientation combina-
tions are summarised in Table 3.1. From Table 3.1 it is clear through measuring
four combinations of antenna orientations {ψi = 0°, ψj = 0°}, {ψi = 0°, ψj = 90°},
{ψi = 90°, ψj = 0°} and {ψi = 90°, ψj = 90°} that all four (Ivij, Qvij, U vij, V vij) of the
Stokes visibilities can be obtained allowing one to separate the linearly, circularly
and unpolarised components of incident radiation.
It is apparent from the above treatment that in order to achieve polarisation
separation the array in question must be made up of antennas sensitive to two
orthogonal linear polarisations (dual polarised). Therefore, while SAMI’s Vivaldi
antenna array (section 3.2.4) cannot perform polarisation separation, the sinuous
antenna array upgrade (section 3.2.5) enables this significant diagnostic capability.
ψi ψj Stokes visibilities measured
0° 0° Ivij +Qvij
0° 90° U vij + jV vij
90° 0° U vij − jV vij
90° 90° Ivij −Qvij
Table 3.1: Which Stoke parameters are measured by which antenna orientation
combintations (only 0° and 90° orientations considered).
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Some discussion in this chapter has been previously published in [34,35].
4.1 Doppler backscattering lab test
Doppler proof-of-principle experiments were conducted in February 2012 and Octo-
ber 2013 to test SAMI’s ability to measure the Doppler shift and angular position
of a Doppler backscattered signal. In its active probing mode, SAMI launched a
probing beam towards a rotating assembly of perforated aluminium corner reflec-
tors (see figure 4.1) located 0.7 m in front of the array where the beam was Doppler
backscattered.
SAMI acquired data for 500 ms switching between each frequency channel every 10
µs. Therefore, data saved to disk for each frequency was made up of 10 µs chunks
each separated by 150 µs. The first 2 µs of each chunk is discarded to avoid switching
noise resulting in 25 ms of data for each frequency channel made up of 3125, 8 µs
chunks spread evenly over 500 ms. The active probing beam frequency was 2ωLO +
10 MHz for each frequency channel respectively.
Figure 4.2 shows the 30 ms moving average of the red and blue Doppler shifted
power as a function of time for the 22.5 GHz frequency channel. The blue and red-
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Figure 4.1: Perforated aluminium rotating corner reflector. The dimensional pa-
rameters and direction of rotation are indicated by the green arrows. The paths of
the blue, red and un-Doppler shifted signals are indicated by the blue, red and black
arrows respectively.
shifted IF frequency bands are 10.002-10.005 MHz and 9.996-9.999 MHz respectively.
Not all corner reflectors are identical leading to slightly different power profiles. As
each corner reflector comes into and disappears from view there will be a spike in
the blue and red-shifted power respectively.
The vertical dashed lines in figure 4.2 mark peaks in the red and blue-shifted
power as the corner reflector rotates. These peaks are separated by 124 ms corre-
sponding to a rotation period of 496 ms. Other structures visible in the spectrum will
result because of reflections in the experimental environment and Doppler-shifted
signals off parts of the mesh other than the corners. In order to attain the frequency
resolution necessary to resolve the Doppler shift from the rotating mesh the 8 µs
data chunks have had to be spliced together. Due to a drift between the active prob-
ing and digitisation clocks, which will be discussed further in section 6.6.2, splicing
introduces spurious noise leading to the irregular temporal power variation visible
in figure 4.2 which cannot be accounted for by the motion of the mesh.
Taking into account the geometry of the mesh and its rotation speed, on the 17
GHz channel, two peaks at ±0.22 kHz should be visible. This is exactly what is
observed as shown in figure 4.3a; the red and blue vertical dashed lines indicate where
we would expect peaks in the spectrum due to mesh rotation and we can see that
two peaks (4.8 dB signal to noise) do occur where expected. The asymmetry around
zero can also be explained by clock drift which will be discussed in section 6.6.2.
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Figure 4.2: 30 ms moving average of red and blue-shifted power indicated by the
red and blue lines respectively at 22.5 GHz.
To form figure 4.3(b) the SAMI array was focused, using beam forming, onto each
point in a equally spaced 21 by 21 grid spanning ± 40° in the horizontal and vertical
viewing directions. This was done using all 25 ms of available 16 GHz data. For each
grid point the spectra of the received bean were analysed. The red and blue-shifted
power was calculated by summing the amplitudes of the signals between 9.996-9.999
MHz and 10.002-10.005 MHz respectively in the IF. The difference between the blue
and red-shifted power is plotted. Net positive and negative regions show where more
blue and red-shifted power was present respectively (the colour bar is in arbitrary
units). The grey dashed rectangle indicates the position of the rotating mesh which
is in excellent agreement with the positions of the red and blue shifted maxima.
Therefore from this experiment we can conclude that SAMI measures Doppler
shift to an accuracy of at least ±40 Hz (frequency resolution achieved using 25
ms of data). We also know that SAMI can measure the position of a source reli-
ably. However, for a extensive quantitative analysis of SAMI’s spatial accuracy see
section 4.2.
4.2 COMPASS area experiments
Experiments were conducted in October 2013 in order to investigate the accuracy
and reliability of SAMI’s ability to track the location of a point source using the
disused COMPASS [99] experimental area at CCFE. This is essentially a large open
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Figure 4.3: (a) IF spectrum of the received 17 GHz Doppler shifted signal. The
Doppler shift is given relative to the launched frequency of the probing beam. (b)
Doppler shifted power difference at 16 GHz during rotating mesh proof-of-principle
experiment. Blue and red indicate more blue than red and more red than blue
shifted power respectively. The grey dashed rectangle indicates the position of the
rotating mesh.
space, ideal for microwave experiments due to the lack of local reflecting surfaces. A
schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in figure 4.4. A signal generator (DC-
18 GHz) and horn antenna was used to launch a beam of linearly polarised radiation
towards the SAMI Vivaldi array mounted on a rotatable table at a distance of 244
cm. No active probing was used during these experiments and the array set-up used
was that shown in figure 3.7. The signal generator was set-up to sweep between
−125 MHz and +124 MHz in the IF taking 5 ms to do so for each RF frequency
channel up to 18 GHz. This was done over a range of array orientations relative to
the launching antenna by rotating the turntable between θ = −50 and θ = +50 in
5° steps.
From these experiments it was found that the array itself is responsible for caus-
ing interferences which undermine the accuracy of point source reconstruction. This
happens as a result of the Vivaldi’s 3D structure causing reflections and refraction
within the array. This affects the phase and amplitude response of each individual
antenna element non-linearly as a function of incident angle.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of point tracking COMPASS area experiments. 1) antenna
array under test, 2) rotatable table, 3) Flann Microwave dual polarised horn antenna.
4.2.1 Amplitude distortion
In the absence of interference, as the array is rotated we would expect each antenna’s
amplitude response to decrease uniformly across the IF in accord with the isolated
antenna’s beam pattern. However, figure 4.5 shows 3D array effects resulting in IF
power distortion by as much as 60% (red arrow in figure 4.5) on individual antenna
elements as the array is rotated in the horizontal plane.
4.2.2 Phase distortion
The phase distortion from 3D antenna effects becomes apparent if one considers the
correlated signal between antenna pairs. If si and sj are the signals from the i
th and
jth antennas in an array respectively then the correlated signal between the two is
given by
Γij ≡
∫
sis
∗
jdt = 〈sis∗j〉. (4.1)
Figure 4.6(a) shows the phase of the 10 GHz correlation between antenna 4 and
antenna 8 as a function of horizontal incidence angle (θ). The green line shows
the predicted value of the correlations as a function of θ as calculated from signal
path lengths; the red line shows the measured correlation phase. The discrepancy
between observed and expected correlated phase values appears to increase at larger
values of incident angle. Figure 4.6(b) shows the modulus of the difference between
the expected and measured correlated phase averaged over all 28 antenna pair com-
binations as a function of θ for 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 GHz frequency
channels. This highlights a general trend in the phase error increasing with |θ| be-
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Figure 4.5: Power as a function for IF frequency for each antenna (1-8) in the Vivaldi
array where each plot is normalised to its maximum value. For each antenna 21 plots
are shown, one for each value of horizontal incidence angle (θ = −50° to θ = −+50°
in 5° steps).
cause at larger incident angles the antennas shield, reflect and refract the incident
beam to a greater degree.
4.2.3 Point source tracking
The ability of the eight antenna Vivaldi array to measure the angular position of
the horn antenna source was investigated as a function of horizontal and vertical
incidence angles. Different vertical incident angles were achieved by rotating the
array by 90° and then moving the turntable on its horizontal axis. As in the am-
plitude and phase correlation experiments the signal generator was set-up to sweep
between −125 MHz and +124 MHz in the IF over 5 ms for 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
and 17 GHz RF frequency channels and the turntable was moved between θ = −50°
to θ = +50° in 5° steps. Results for 11 GHz point tracking are shown in figure 4.7
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Figure 4.6: (a) The phase of the 10 GHz correlation between antennas 4 and 8 as
a function of horizontal incident angle (θ) as observed (red) and as predicted from
signal path lengths (green). (b) The modulus of the difference between expected
and measured correlated phase averaged over all 28 antenna pair combinations as a
function of angle for RF channels 10-17 GHz.
where beam forming image inversion was used and the angular position of the horn
antenna was taken to be the position of the largest maxima in the resulting inten-
sity map. The experimental error in the placement of the source was ±0.5° in the
horizontal and vertical directions.
Figure 4.8(a) shows the horizontal and vertical frequency averaged modulus er-
ror (defined as the angular difference between the measured and expected maxima
locations) as a function of horizontal and vertical incidence angles. It is apparent,
as with the correlated phase, that the error is generally higher at larger |θ| due to
increased reflections and scattering within the array. Figure 4.8(b) shows the hori-
zontal and vertical incidence angle averaged modulus error as a function of frequency
channel. Decreased diffraction and increased angular resolution are responsible for
the general trend of lower error at higher frequencies: the FWHM of the observed
maximum from a point source decreases from 24° to 12°, 10-17 GHz respectively.
The COMPASS area experiments have shown that because the Vivaldi array is
3D, phase and amplitude distortion is introduced as a result of scattering, shadowing
and refraction ultimately resulting in a decreased angular accuracy in measuring
the position of a source. Therefore, implementing a 2D array is experimentally
favourable as will be discussed in section 4.3.
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Figure 4.7: Measured (red crosses) and expected (green points) positions of the horn
antenna source as a function of horizontal and vertical incidence angles at 11 GHz.
The dashed blue lines go between where the source was expected and measured to
be for each horizontal and vertical incidence angle.
Figure 4.8: (a) Frequency averaged modulus error as a function of horizontal and
vertical incidence angles. (b) Incidence angle averaged modulus error as a function
of frequency channel for vertical and horizontal incidence angles.
Point tracking accuracy: number of antennas
Using the same data set as in section 4.2.3, we can investigate the capability of the
SAMI array to track a point source using different numbers of antennas. Figure 4.9
shows the response of the SAMI array to a point source located at the centre of the
field of view. Antenna position one is filled first (see figure 3.7), followed by antenna
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position two, and so on. With only one antenna no interference is possible and so
no spatial distribution of intensity can be resolved. With two antennas, interference
is only possible along a single axis resulting in a symmetrical distribution aligned
perpendicular to the single baseline. Only with three antennas is it possible to locate
the position of a point source in 2D angular space. Adding additional antennas
decreases the size of the central maximum as the array aperture is increased and
side-lobes are suppressed.
Figure 4.9: Response of the SAMI array to a 11 GHz point sourse located 244 cm
from the array in the centre of the feild of view. The response of the SAMI 1-8
antenna array is shown in (1)-(8) respectively.
Figure 4.10 shows how the accuracy of the point source reconstruction varies as
a function of number of antennas in the receiving array for a number of different
frequency channels. Unsurprisingly, this shows a notable increase in accuracy as
antennas are added due to the increasing vertical and horizontal aperture and de-
creasing side-lobe intensity. There are a large number of variables which have been
held constant in this analysis; antenna design, antenna placement, signal to noise,
to name a few. Nevertheless, this gives an indication of the potential benefits in
terms of point source reconstruction accuracy that could be expected by additional
antennas.
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Figure 4.10: The magnitude of the error in point source tracking as a funciton of
number of antennas in the receiving SAMI array. Frequency channels 10-17 GHz
are shown. The error magnitude has been averaged over all vertical and horizontal
incident angles. For computational expidiency only 1 ms of data was used and 1-40
MHz on the IF for each antenna position.
4.3 Sinuous antenna characterisation experiments
All SAMI data acquired during the 8th (M8: September 2011-January 2012) and
9th (M9: May-September 2013) MAST experimental campaigns was done so using
the Vivaldi antenna design outlined in section 3.2.4.
Though the Vivaldi antennas have advantages (wide beam pattern and broad
bandwidth) they are, as discussed in section 3.5, limited to a single polarisation.
Therefore, SAMI was unable to distinguish between O and X-mode radiation dur-
ing experiments. At SAMI frequencies (10-34.5 GHz) the X and O-mode normal
incidence reflection points in the MAST plasma are typically in close proximity
leading to error in the observed signal due to interference between the two modes.
Without polarisation separation this interference is likely to introduce error in the
measured signals. Another disadvantage of the Vivaldi antenna design is its 3D
structure. As we saw in section 4.2, when arranged in an array this can lead to
reflection and diffraction causing the observed phase and amplitude to vary unpre-
dictably with incidence angle. In addition, relatively high levels of cross-talk can
result from the 3D design.
Therefore, at the end of the MAST M9 campaign an alternative antenna design
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was sought that had a wide beam pattern, a 2D planer design, was broadband (10-
40 GHz) and dual polarised: propitiously, the sinuous antenna fulfils all of these
requirements. As mentioned in section 3.2.5, due to practical constraints, instead
of a 4 petal dual polarised design, two two-petal, single polarised PCBs were placed
on top of one another with a relative axial rotation of 90° within a copper tube
support structure (see figure 4.11). The antennas were manufactured in-house by
Vladimir Shevchenko and I tested a number of their properties through a series
of experiments conducted at the University of York in July 2015. The purpose of
these experiments was to test whether the in-house manufactured sinuous antennas
had the necessary gain, beam pattern and bandwidth to be used on future SAMI
experimental campaigns.
Figure 4.11: 3D schematic of the in-house sinuous antenna design with one PCB
mounted behind the other and rotated by 90°. The copper tubing is indicated by
blue shading.
A schematic of the set-up used for these experiments is shown in figure 4.12. A
Flann Microwave horn antenna was placed 73 cm away from a computer controlled
rotating turntable. The antenna under test was mounted on the turntable and both
antennas were connected to a DC-26.5 GHz Vector Network Analyser (VNA). The
entire apparatus was set-up within an anechoic chamber.
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Figure 4.12: Schematic of the set-up used to measure beam patterns at the Univer-
sity of York. The equipment shown is as follows: 1) antenna under test, 2) computer
controlled turntable, 3) Flann Microwave dual polarised horn antenna, 4) Microwave
absorber.
Initially, in order to test the environment, E and H-plane beam patterns of a
second Flann antenna identical to the launching antenna were obtained (the E-
plane is the plane parallel to the antenna polarisation and the H-plane is the plane
perpendicular to the antenna polarisation). The Flann antennas have a known beam
pattern (specified by the manufacturer), therefore any discrepancy from the known
pattern indicates that spurious reflections are present in the environment. However,
the beam pattern was found to be in good agreement with the known values and so I
could be confident that the anechoic chamber provided a reflection free environment
for me to conduct further experiments.
Figures 4.13(a)and 4.13(c) show H-plane beam pattern measurements for an
isolated (opposed to being in an array) Vivaldi and an isolated back PCB of a
sinuous antenna respectively. Figures 4.13(b) and 4.13(d) show H-plane beam patten
measurements for a Vivaldi antenna and the back PCB of a sinuous antenna in an
array (position two of the array configuration shown in figure 3.7 was used). All
beam patterns are normalised to the peak power received during the initial Flann
beam pattern experiment and are shown between 5-26.5 GHz and from θ = −90°
to +90°. In figures 4.13(a)-(d) a significant amount of noise is present in the beam
pattern above 18 GHz. This is because unfortunately, when the data was acquired
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a high frequency (40 GHz) coaxial cable with SMK 2.92 connectors to connect the
VNA to the launching antenna was not available. Therefore, a lower frequency cable
with SMA connectors (18 GHz) was used.
In figures 4.13(a)and 4.13(c) we can see that, for both the Vivaldi and sinuous
antennas, the beam pattern is relatively flat within the SAMI experimental field of
view (±40°). H-plane measurements averaged between 10 and 18 GHz show that the
power drop between θ = +40° and θ = 0° is 3.2 dB and 3.6 dB for the Vivaldi and
sinuous antennas respectively. The corresponding numbers for E-plane are 7.9 dB
and 4.2 dB for the Vivaldi and sinuous antennas respectively. The sinuous antennas
under test were found to be lower gain overall than the Vivaldi antennas: averaged
between ±40° and 10-18 GHz the sinuous antennas were found to be 4.5 dB and 3.1
dB lower gain in H and E-planes respectively.
If one compares figures 4.13(a)and 4.13(b) it is apparent that the presence of the
other antennas in the Vivaldi array distorts the beam pattern. The 3D geometry
of the Vivaldi antennas leads to interference and scattering within the array. Com-
paring figures 4.13(c) and 4.13(d) we see that by switching to sinuous antennas the
distortion caused by the array can be reduced. The modulus of the power difference
averaged over the region ±40°, 10-18 GHz between an antenna being in isolation and
in an array is 1.4 dB and 1.0 dB for the Vivaldi and sinuous antennas respectively.
Using the anechoic chamber, I also took cross-talk measurements between dif-
ferent elements in the Vivaldi and sinuous arrays. Figure 4.14 shows cross-talk
measurements (10-18 GHz) between two Vivaldi antennas, two front sinuous PCBs
and two back sinuous PCBs. All measurements were taken between positions one
and two in the array (see figure 3.7). Figure 4.14 shows that cross-talk levels on both
sinuous PCBs are lower than that of the Vivaldis across the whole of the frequency
range shown. Averaged between 10-18GHz the sinuous back and front PCBs have
13.2 dB and 12.4 dB lower levels of cross-talk than the Vivaldis respectively.
4.3.1 Sinuous characterisation conclusions
The aim of the sinuous antenna characterisation experiments were to test the suit-
ability of the sinuous antennas as a replacement for the Vivaldi antennas in the SAMI
receiving array. It was hoped that the sinuous antennas would not only be broad-
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Figure 4.13: The measured power as a function of angle and frequency for the H-
plane of the: (a) Vivaldi antenna in isolation, (b) Vivaldi antenna in an array, (c)
back PCB sinuous antenna in isolation, (d) back PCB sinuous antenna in an array.
All images are normalised to the same value.
band and wide angled, but also have low levels of cross-talk, operate on two different
polarisations and reduce 3D array scattering effects. In the following discussion we
will only be referring to angles within the SAMI field of view −40° < θ < +40°
and within the frequency range 10 GHz< ν < 18 GHz (one cannot draw reliable
conclusions from data above 18 GHz due to high noise levels).
Consistent with the sinuous literature [92–94] the in-house manufactured anten-
nas were found to be broadband and have a wide antenna gain pattern. Though the
sinuous antennas were found to have lower gain than Vivaldis (3.8 dB on average),
this is acceptable and can be compensated for by introducing extra gain using the
ADCs (up to 6 dB). The sinuous antennas were found to lessen the distortion of the
beam pattern caused by in-array scattering and significantly reduce cross-talk.
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Figure 4.14: Cross-talk levels between two Vivaldi antennas (blue), two sinuous front
PCBs (purple) and two back sinuous PCBs (brown). The two antennas were placed
is receiving antennas positions one and two in the array design outlined in figure 3.7
Therefore, within the angular and frequency range specified above the sinuous
antennas are suitable for deployment on future SAMI experiments. However, to test
suitability above 18 GHz further experiments will have to be conducted.
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SAMI Installation
Declaration
Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 and the accompanying discussion have been previously
published in [34,35,100].
5.1 Installation on MAST
As already discussed in section 4.3, SAMI was installed on MAST during the 8th
(M8: September 2011 - January 2012) and 9th (M9: May-September 2013) MAST
experimental campaigns. The SAMI array was installed in a 15 cm diameter port in
sector seven, 20.3 cm above the mid-plane at a major radius of 210.4 cm. Figure 5.1
shows the SAMI array, and heterodyne receiver installed on the MAST vessel. In
the following section we give a brief overview of SAMI’s installation on MAST; for
a more in-depth description please consult [77].
Figures 5.2(a)and (b) show SAMI’s view of the MAST plasma. The entire verti-
cal extent of the MAST plasma is visible apart from the top ∼20° which is obscured
from view by a poloidal field coil. Figure 5.2(b) shows the 16 GHz beam-formed
image inversion of a synthetic point source whose location is indicated by the red
dot in figure 5.2(a). We can see that 16 GHz probing gives us a central maximum
with a Full Width Half Maximuma (FWHM) of 14.9° and 30.1° in the horizontal
and vertical directions respectively. The maximum and average side-lobe levels with
respect to the central maxima are -2.7 and -6.4 dB respectively. This is very dif-
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Figure 5.1: The SAMI array and heterodyne receiver mounted on the MAST vacuum
vessel [31].
ferent from the beams typically used on conventional DBS experiments which use
a focused beam (divergence ∼1°) with minimal side-lobes. When considering SAMI
data, as side-lobes can be as high as 50% of maximum, they will have a significant
effect on plasma data and will have to be considered carefully when interpreting
results. This will be discussed further in Chapters 6 and 8.
One can see from figure 5.3 that SAMI primarily probes the edge region of the
MAST plasma and that, like most spherical tokamaks, the MAST plasma is over-
dense (νpe > νce). This is advantageous for DBS experiments as electron cyclotron
resonances, where the probing beam can be absorbed, are easily avoided. In over-
dense plasmas, electron thermal emission results in electron Bernstein waves (EBWs)
which can mode convert into O and X-mode radiation at the plasma edge. This
mode converted emission is the subject of extensive passive emission studies using
SAMI [31, 77, 102, 103]. The average separation of the O-mode normal incidence
cutoffs shown in figure 5.3 are 1.5 and 0.1 cm for L and H-mode respectively. The
average distance between the O and X-mode normal incidence cutoffs is 3 and 0.3 cm
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Figure 5.2: (a) Polodial cross-section of the SAMI installation on MAST at 305
ms into shot 27969. Normal incidence O-mode plasma density cutoff surfaces are
plotted in black and the upper and lower poloidal field coils are indicated by black
squares (on MAST the poloidal field coils are located inside the vacuum vessel).
The vertical SAMI field of view (±40°) is indicated by the green dashed lines. The
position of the SAMI array is marked with a green dot. The position of the test
source is shown by a red dot. The test source and the SAMI array are connected
by a red dashed line. The normal incidence cutoff surfaces were calculated using
data from the MAST TS system and EFIT [101]. (b) Normalised intensity of the
SAMI point spread function at 16 GHz in image coordinates. The position of the
normal incidence 16 GHz O-mode cutoff surface is indicated by black crosses. The
dark region at the top of the plot shows the field of view which is obscured by the
upper poloidal field coil.
for L and H-mode respectively.
Figures 5.4(a)and (b) show the distribution of k‖ and k⊥ values respectively as a
function of probing orientation that are accessible at 16 GHz, 230 ms into MAST shot
27969 calculated using TORBEAM. Doppler backscattering is most efficient when
the incident beam is aligned perpendicular to the magnetic field at the scattering
location (along k‖ = 0 in figure 7(a)). We can see from figure 5.4(b) that many values
of K⊥ (via Equation 2.4) can be measured simultaneously using a 2D DBS device
although, unlike steerable DBS systems where the launching antenna is also the
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Figure 5.3: Normal incidence cutoffs for two MAST shots: (a) 28856 at 310 ms
(L-mode) and (b) 27888 at 200 ms (H-mode). Blue continuous and dotted lines
indicate the normal incidence X-mode right-hand (νR) and left-hand (νL) circularly
polarised desnsity cutoffs respectively. The magenta line indicates the plasma fre-
quency cut-off (νpe). The dotted and continuous orange lines mark the first (νce)
and second (2νce) electron cyclotron harmonics respectively. The green circles mark
the positions of the normal incidence O-mode cutoffs for each of the SAMI fre-
quency channels. The red crosses indicate the locations of the Normal Incidence
(NI) right-hand circularly polarised cutoffs for each of the SAMI frequency chan-
nels. The density profile data is from the MAST 130 point Thomson Scattering
(TS) system [19].
.
receiving antenna (monostatic), in its current configuration SAMI has been unable
to measure K-spectra.
5.2 Installation on NSTX-U
After the M9 campaign MAST entered an extended shut-down period to allow for
significant upgrade work to take place (MAST-U). In order to avoid any delay in
SAMI’s development a collaboration with the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
(PPPL) to install SAMI on NSTX-U was initiated. SAMI was shipped to PPPL in
March 2014 and was tested and installed during trips to Princeton in March-April
2014, November 2015 and March 2016.
SAMI was installed on NSTX-U in bay I, on mid-plane at a major radius of
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Figure 5.4: (a) and (b) show the k‖ and k⊥ values of the probing beam at the scat-
tering location for 16 GHz probing as a function of vertical and horizontal viewing
angles respectively. Calculated using the beam-tracing code TORBEAM and Thom-
son scattering ne profile data 230 ms into MAST shot 27969. The dark region at
the top of the plots shows the field of view which is obscured by the upper poloidal
field coil.
1.96 m. Figures 5.5(a)and (b) show SAMI’s view of the NSTX-U plasma. Due to
its tightly fitted vacuum vessel, SAMI was mounted much closer to the plasma on
NSTX-U (∼45 cm) than on MAST (∼77 cm). In Figure 5.5(a) we can see that on
NSTX-U, SAMI’s entire vertical field of view is taken up by the plasma. In contrast
to MAST, as the poloidal field coils on NSTX-U are mounted outside the vacuum
vessel, SAMI’s view of the plasma is completely unobscured. The advantages and
disadvantages of SAMI’s close proximity to the plasma on NSTX-U will be discussed
in chapter 7.
Considering figure 5.6, it is apparent that on NSTX-U SAMI primarily probes
the edge region of the plasma as was the case on MAST. However, the H-mode
pedestal is notably higher on NSTX-U confining the SAMI probing region to the
lower half of the edge transport barrier. The average separation of the O-mode
normal incidence cutoffs shown in figure 5.6 are 1.5 and 0.1 cm for L and H-mode
respectively. The average distance between the O and X-mode normal incidence
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Figure 5.5: (a) Polodial cross-section of the SAMI installation on NSTX-U 200
ms into shot 204620. Normal incidence O-mode plasma density cutoff surfaces are
plotted in black. The vertical SAMI field of view (±40°) is indicated by the green
dashed lines. The position of the SAMI array is marked with a green dot. The
position of the test source is shown by a red dot. The test source and the SAMI
array are connected by a red dashed line. (b) Normalised intensity of the SAMI
point spread function at 16 GHz in image coordinates. The position of the normal
incidence 16 GHz O-mode cutoff surface is indicated by black crosses.
cutoffs is 5 and 0.6 cm for L and H-mode respectively.
Following SAMI’s installation on NSTX-U, a number of upgrades are planned.
One such upgrade is to change the receiving antennas from Vivaldi antennas to
sinuous antennas. Sinuous antennas have many advantages over Vivaldi antennas
(discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 above), the main of which is their dual polarisa-
tion capability. The SAMI hardware is limited to digitising I and Q components
from a maximum of eight antenna channels. Therefore, only a single polarisation
can be sampled at a time. However, separation can still be achieved through fast
switching between orthogonal antenna polarisations. Switching between four rel-
ative polarisations ([0°,0°],[0°,90°],[90°,0°],[90°,90°]) for a particular antenna pair is
necessary in order to achieve polarisation separation, as outlined in section 3.5. In
order to achieve this in practice on NSTX-U, eight fast two-to-one switches (PMI:
P2T-500M40G-60-R-55-292FF) are to be fitted in front of the low noise amplifiers
in the heterodyne receiver. Two high frequency coax cables will then go from each
switch to each sinuous antenna with the two cables attached to each of the antenna’s
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Figure 5.6: Normal incidence cutoffs for two NSTX-U shots: (a) 204672 at 200 ms
(L-mode) and (b) at 430 ms (H-mode). Blue continuous and dotted lines indicate
the normal incidence X-mode right-hand (νR) and left-hand (νL) circularly polarised
density cutoffs respectively. The magenta line indicates the plasma frequency cut-off
(νpe). The dotted and continuous orange lines mark the first (νce) and second (2νce)
electron cyclotron harmonics respectively. The green circles mark the positions of
the normal incidence O-mode cutoffs for each of the SAMI frequency channels. The
red crosses indicate the locations of the Normal Incidence (NI) right-hand circularly
polarised cutoffs for each of the SAMI frequency channels. Magnetic field and elec-
tron density information is provided by the EFIT and NSTX-U Thomson scattering
system [104,105] respectively.
orthogonal polarisation outputs.
In addition to using sinuous antennas, the array layout will also be changed from
that shown in figure 3.7 to the symmetrical circular design shown in figure 5.7. A
symmetrical beam pattern with a recognisable point spread function is useful as
physical effects are more easily separated from side-lobes. In addition, a closely
packed array minimises near field effects; these are more pronounced on NSTX-U
due to the SAMI array’s closer proximity to the plasma. The compact circular array
configuration was also found to perform well in terms of beam efficiency.
Changes made to the FPGA firmware [106] will make frequency switching more
flexible on NSTX-U; on MAST it was only possible to set the switching period to
a minimum and maximum of 1 µs and 213 µs respectively. The NSTX-U firmware
upgrade will set the minimum switching period to 10 µs but remove any upper limit.
In addition, the new firmware will use digital down-conversion and down-sampling
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Figure 5.7: The NSTX-U sinuous SAMI array configuration. The positions of the
two emitting antennas are indicated by red dashed circles and are numbered 1-2.
The positions of the eight receiving antennas are indicated by green circles and are
numbered 1-8. The array is shown as viewed from the plasma facing side.
to allow the FPGAs to stream active probing data in real time to disk. This removed
any upper limit on active probing data acquisition time (limited to 500 ms on MAST
by the FPGA memory).
Figure 5.8 gives an overview of the installation of the SAMI diagnostic on NSTX-
U. The antenna array and heterodyne receiver are attached to the NSTX-U vacuum
vessel itself (see also figure 5.11). The SAMI array is connected to the heterodyne
receiver by 18 40 GHz 50 Ω SMK 2.92 cables; 16 for each polarisation of the 8
receiving antennas and 2 for the active probing launching antennas. Two LO signals
arrive at the heterodyne receiver through two 18 GHz 50 Ω SMA cables; one to down
convert the received signals and one to up convert the probing waveform. The 50Ω
18 GHz SMA cables and the 40 GHz 50Ω SMK 2.92 cables are the blue and yellow
cables visible in figure 5.11 respectively.
Once each of the antenna channels are down converted and split into I and Q
components they leave through 16 low frequency cables (brown cables visible in
figure 5.11). The two active probing IF frequencies arrive through a further two
low frequency 50 Ω SMA cables. These 18 IF cables pass through a filter patch
panel before connecting to the FPGAs and digitisation unit. Here the 16 cables
containing the received signal are digitised and the active probing IF frequencies
are generated. The active probing data is then streamed to disk on the PC via two
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Figure 5.8: Cable diagram of SAMI’s installation on NSTX-U.
Figure 5.9: The SAMI array and heterodyne receiver mounted on the NSTX-U
vacuum vessel.
optical fibres (one for each FPGA board). Two more fibre optic cables are used to
pass the passive imaging data to the PC and to power cycle the FPGA board. The
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data stored on the SAMI PC can then be accessed remotely via the PPPL intranet.
The whole system is FPGA controlled via a web page interface. Which frequen-
cies to acquire, switching period, length of acquisition, polarisation switching and
active probing can all be controlled via the web page on a shot by shot basis. The
FPGAs then implement this user defined configuration via optical fibre to the LO
source and polarisation switches. A mechanical shutter is placed immediately in
front of the SAMI window to protect the window from lithium conditioning and
block Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) used during plasma start up. The FPGAs
can turn off the active probing amplifier if it is found that the shutter fails to open
at the start of the shot (launching a beam into a closed shutter risks damaging the
receiving RF electronics). To synchronise the system with the NSTX-U experiment
a trigger is sent to the FPGAs which then initiate data acquisition. To prevent
ground loops the system is ground lifted by isolation transformers.
The FPGA and digitisation unit was placed in the upper mezzanine rack in order
to distance it as much as possible from the vacuum vessel: neutrons and microwave
burst can cause hardware failure in electronic components located too close to the
vessel. This led to the IF cables being considerably longer than on MAST leading
to an additional 3 dB of attenuation. This extra attenuation and the comparative
low gain of the sinuous antennas were counteracted by configuring the ADCs to add
an additional 6 dB of gain at the digitisation stage.
5.2.1 NSTX-U mounting bracket design
Prior to SAMI’s installation on NSTX-U a new mounting bracket design was re-
quired. This had to satisfy the spatial constraints of bay I and be done in a way
(for reasons outlined in section 5.3.2) that allowed the SAMI array and heterodyne
receiver to be unmounted from the NSTX-U vacuum vessel without any coaxial ca-
bles having to be disconnected. It was also desirable that the SAMI array could
be removed and replaced with ease. The design was developed through an iterative
procedure between myself and Bob Ellis at PPPL. The final design was that of a
ring that could be bolted over the SAMI port flange (CAD drawing shown in fig-
ure 5.10). The ring would hold the SAMI array in place inside the re-entrant port
as well as supporting the heterodyne receiver.
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Figure 5.10: SAMI NSTX-U mounting bracket design. The inner ring of holes is
to support the SAMI array while the outer holes are to secure the bracket onto the
port flange.
5.3 NSTX-U calibration
Prior to data acquisition on NSTX-U the SAMI installation required calibration.
Calibrating the SAMI diagnostic is an involved procedure and an exhaustive discus-
sion is given in [31]. In the interest of expediency, here we will limit our discussion
to the two most prevalent effects.
5.3.1 Rebalancing the I and Q components
The digitised I andQ channels for each SAMI antenna are non-ideally balanced. The
phase shift applied by the hybrid couplers is not exact and the amplitude of each
component is altered by amplifier manufacturing differences. Uncorrected, these
non-ideal effects can limit the extent to which upper and lower side band separation
can be achieved reducing the accuracy of the device. Thankfully, the discrepancy
between each I and Q channel can be measured and corrected for using software.
Let us assume that our raw uncorrected I and Q signals are given by
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I ′ = A cos(ωt) (5.1)
Q′ = B sin(ωt+ φ) (5.2)
where I ′, I, Q′ and Q are the uncorrected and corrected I and Q components respec-
tively and φ is the phase error introduced by the hybrid couplers. By considering
equations 5.1 and 5.2 we can see that the corrected I and Q values can be obtained
via the following matrix operation:
 I
Q
 =
 BA 0
B
A
tanφ secφ
 I ′
Q′
 . (5.3)
Computationally, the components correction matrix in equation 5.3 can be obtained
via time averaging of the uncorrected I and Q components. For example, B/A can
be obtained as follows:
B
A
=
√
〈Q′Q′〉
〈I ′I ′〉 (5.4)
where the angled brackets denote time averaging. Similarly the other matrix com-
ponents can be obtained as follows:
B
A
tanφ =
√
〈Q′Q′〉
〈I ′I ′〉 tan
[
arcsin
(
〈I ′Q′〉√〈I ′I ′〉〈Q′Q′〉
)]
(5.5)
secφ = sec
[
arcsin
(
〈I ′Q′〉√〈I ′I ′〉〈Q′Q′〉
)]
. (5.6)
One should note that this process must be carried out separately for the upper and
lower side-bands (when considering the lower side-band φ→ −φ).
5.3.2 Accounting for differences in signal path from antenna
to digitiser
Due to discrepancies in the cables, connectors and amplifiers, the signal paths in
each antenna channel are not identical. This leads to a constant phase offset in each
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channel and, if not corrected, will lead to inaccurate spatial localisation of incident
radiation.
In order to correct for this effect an emitting antenna is placed directly in front of
the SAMI array in the far field. The ideal phase difference between all the antenna
channels due to such a signal is zero. Therefore, the relative phases can be measured
from the calibration source and subtracted from all further measurements, thereby
correcting for the path length differences.
Due to the short wavelength radiation observed by the SAMI diagnostic (λ = 1-
3 cm for 34.5-10 GHz) a phase offset in an antenna channel can be changed sig-
nificantly by, for example, the tightness of a cable connector. Therefore, if any of
the cables are disconnected then a new calibration is required. With this in mind,
the calibration was done on-vessel so that the SAMI array could be mounted onto
the NSTX-U vacuum vessel without any cables being disconnected. The NSTX-U
on-vessel calibration set-up (as conducted in November 2015) is shown in figure 5.11.
Figure 5.11: November 2015 NSTX-U on-vessel calibration set-up. The SAMI array
and Flann anntenna are visible. Surrounding metal surfaces have been covered by
microwave absorbing (Eccosorb) material in order to minimise spurious reflections
in the calibration environment.
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Declaration
Figures 6.2, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7 and 6.9 and the accompanying discussion have been previ-
ously published in [34,35,100].
6.1 SAMI diagnostic spectra
SAMI data analysis differs markedly from that used on conventional DBS experi-
ments. Limited to eight wide field of view receiving antennas only a partial suppres-
sion of signals outside a chosen probing direction is possible leading to challenging
spectral interpretation. In the following sections we give an overview of the received
spectral power distribution.
6.1.1 Single antenna spectra
The IF power spectrum of data acquired between 200-202 ms on a single SAMI
receiving antenna during the fixed frequency 14 GHz MAST shot 27970 is shown
in figure 6.1(a). A constant background punctuated with discrete peaks is visible.
The background is B-X-O mode converted passive emission and is not the subject
of this thesis. The power spike centred around 0 MHz is due to ADC bit noise
and 1/ν (pink) noise from the amplifiers and their power supplies. The peaked
signals visible at 12, 24, 36, ... MHz are the 12 MHz active probing frequency
and higher harmonics resulting from the FPGA square wave input. These large
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un-Doppler shifted power spikes are visible due to reflections off the window and
normal incidence reflections off the plasma. The background power envelope results
from a convolution of amplification gain patterns applied to the received signal prior
to digitisation. Tapering at the edges of the spectrum is caused by low pass filters
imposing incomplete suppression.
When conducting active-probing data analysis, only a fraction of the SAMI IF
spectrum is considered. The relevant region is shaded green in 6.1(a); zooming in
on this area gives figure 6.1(b). In figure 6.1(b), either side of the 12 MHz active
probing peak, two regions where the power is up to an order of magnitude above
background are visible. This increase in received power is due to blue (blue shaded
region) and red (red shaded region) Doppler shifted backscattered radiation.
At this point we will define some useful quantities. We define the “total blue
shifted power” as:
Pblue(θ, φ) =
∫ νprobe+νshift
νprobe+νnotch
|SˆB(ν; θ, φ)|2dν (6.1)
where SˆB is the frequency domain synthesised beam signal (defined in Equation 2.12),
2νnotch is the width of the central un-shifted active probing peak, 2νshift is the width
of the frequency band containing Doppler shifted power and νprobe is the IF frequency
of the active probing beam. The relevance of the νnotch and νprobe parameters are
illustrated in figure 6.1(b). Similarly we can define the “total red shifted power” as:
Pred(θ, φ) =
∫ νprobe−νnotch
νprobe−νshift
|SˆB(ν; θ, φ)|2dν (6.2)
One can also define a “centre of gravity” of the Doppler shifted IF spectrum as:
νcog(θ, φ) =
∫ νprobe−νnotch
νprobe−νshift νSˆ
B(ν; θ, φ)dν +
∫ νprobe+νshift
νprobe+νnotch
νSˆB(ν; θ, φ)dν∫ νprobe−νnotch
νprobe−νshift Sˆ
B(ν; θ, φ)dν +
∫ νprobe+νshift
νprobe+νnotch
SˆB(ν; θ, φ)dν
(6.3)
6.1.2 Beam formed spectra
To form figure 6.2(a), the SAMI array was focused using beam forming onto each
point in an equally spaced 21 by 21 grid spanning ±40° in the horizontal and vertical
viewing directions. The blue-red Doppler shifted power imbalance (Pblue−Pred) was
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Figure 6.1: The SAMI IF spectrum for data taken between 200-202 ms during fixed
frequency 14 GHz MAST shot 27970. In (a), the region of the IF spectrum used
in DBS data analysis is marked by green shading. This subsection of the spectrum
is then shown in (b). In (b), the red and blue Doppler shifted signal regions are
marked by red and blue shading respectively. The gray shaded region marks the
un-Doppler shifted region. The significance of the νnotch and νshift parameters are
also indicated.
then calculated at each point on the grid. Figure 6.2(a) shows a contour plot of this
data where the νprobe, νshift and νnotch parameters were set to 12, 0.2 and 0.01 MHz
respectively. The points of maximum and minimum Pblue − Pred are marked by
the crosses labelled 1 and 2 respectively. Figures 6.2(b) and 6.2(c) show SˆB when
focused at positions 1 and 2 respectively. There is a notable absence of Doppler
peaks in these spectra as would be observed in conventional DBS experiments [38,
40–44,46,59,107]. This is caused by the partial directionality of the receiving beam
smearing out the spectral localisation of received power. In addition, SAMI data
acquired on MAST is only digitised on a single linear polarisation. Therefore, O
and X-mode polarisations cannot be separated delocalising the scattering location
and increasing the range of sampled K⊥s. Due to a continuum of different K⊥s, a
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convolution of backscattered signals and both O and X-mode polarisations present,
a fully quantitative interpretation of the observed spectra is challenging. A synthetic
diagnostic which models the probing beam using a full-wave treatment would aid
interpretation; just such a code is currently under development at the University
of York [108]. Nevertheless, the directional weighting imposed by the phased array
does allow a red-blue power imbalance to be resolved allowing information to be
extracted as will be discussed in the following sections.
Figure 6.2: (a) Contour plot of Pblue−Pred where νprobe = 12 MHz, νshift = 0.2 MHz
and νnotch = 0.01 MHz. Numbered points 1 and 2 mark the angular positions of
maximum and minimum Pblue−Pred respectively. Panels (b) and (c) show SˆB when
the receiving beam was focused at points 1 and 2 respectively. Data used to plot
(a), (b) and (c) was aquired between 290 and 310 ms during MAST 16 GHz fixed
frequency shot 27969.
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6.2 2D “centre of mass” Doppler shift (L-mode)
Figures 6.3(a)and (b) show contour plots of total (Pblue +Pred) and “centre of grav-
ity” (νcog) Doppler shifted power as a function of horizontal and vertical viewing
angle respectively where νshift, νprobe and νnotch are 0.2, 12 and 0.01 MHz respec-
tively. Doppler backscattering is most efficient when both k‖ and k⊥ are small:
cross referencing with figure 5.4 we can see the Doppler backscattered power distri-
bution in figure 6.3(a)reflects this. In figure 6.3 we can see that there are regions of
predominantly blue and red-shifted backscattered radiation centred around {-8°,-8°}
and {4°,-32°} respectively (similar to the pattern of Pblue−Pred visible in figure 6.2).
This is due to turbulent structures elongated along magnetic field lines moving di-
agonally downwards as the plasma rotates. The slant is dictated by the magnetic
field pitch and the Doppler shift is related to the rate of rotation by equation 2.8.
The asymmetry between the blue and red-shifted regions is due to the SAMI array
being positioned above mid-plane making the blue shifted region more visible. The
crosses positioned at {-8,-8} and {4,-32} in figure 6.3 mark the points of maximum
and minimum νcog respectively and the points {-5,-14}, {-2,-20} and {1,-26} are
evenly spaced in image coordinates between these two extrema.
Figures 6.4(a) and (b) show νcog − νprobe and Pred + Pblue (background passive
emission subtracted) respectively at probing orientations {-8°,-8°}, {-5°,-14°}, {-
2°,-20°}, {1°,-26°} and {4°,-32°} as specified in figure 6.3(b). Figures 6.4(c), (d)
and (e) show the major radius, normalised minor radius and k⊥ at the scattering
location respectively as calculated by TORBEAM. Missing values correspond to
when the launched beam missed the plasma entirely. Spontaneous plasma spin
up and therefore an increased observed turbulence velocity causes |νcog − νprobe| to
increase over the first 100 ms in figure 6.4(a). Plasma turbulence is moving towards
the SAMI receiving array at {-8°,-8°} and away at {4°,-32°}; this is reflected in
the measured νcog across the five focusing points. From 100 to 380 ms νcog stays
relatively constant until a mass gas injection occurs resulting in an increase in the
observed backscattered power (see figure 6.4(b)) and a decrease in |νcog − νprobe|.
The mass injection also causes a substantial increase in the line averaged density
(see figure 6.4(f)). There is a notable decline in the total backscattered power as
shown in figure 6.4(b) from 100 to 200 ms potentially due to a reduction turbulence
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Figure 6.3: (a) and (b) show the Doppler shifted power (Pblue +Pred) and the centre
of gravity Doppler shift (νcog(θ, φ)) respectively integrated between 50 and 184 ms
during MAST fixed frequency, 16 GHz, Ohmic, L-mode shot 27969 where νprobe,
νshift and νnotch are 12, 0.2 and 0.01 MHz respectively. In (b) five different probing
orienataions are marked by crosses at {-8°,-8°}, {-5°,-14°}, {-2°,-20°}, {1°,-26°} and
{4°,-32°}. Time traces of νcog with the beam focused at these five points are shown
in figure 6.4.
amplitude in the backscattering layer.
Figures 6.2(a), 6.3(a), 6.3(b), 6.4(a) and 6.4(b) show the first ever simultaneous
2D DBS analysis that has been conducted on a fusion plasma experiment. Mea-
suring the temporal evolution of νprobe at five locations simultaneously, as shown in
figure 6.4(a), is a capability unique to SAMI. Spontaneous plasma spin up has been
observed on previous conventional DBS experiments [39]; it is encouraging therefore
that SAMI, as a proof-of-principle device, has re-observed this phenomena.
However, it is important to note that only a “centre of gravity” spectral measure-
ment has been made whereas conventional DBS systems would consider the spectral
shift of a discrete peak. SAMI routinely measures |νcog−νprobe| ∼0.01 MHz whereas
a Doppler peaks have been observed to be offset by ∼1 MHz on conventional MAST
DBS experiments operating at similar frequencies [46]. Therefore, using νcog to cal-
culate turbulence velocity would give a gross underestimate. Although trends in νcog
are observed which agree with previous results, an absolute measure of turbulent
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Figure 6.4: (a), (b) 4 ms moving average of νcog and Pred + Pblue respectively as a
function of time for five different probing orientations: {-8,-8}, {-5,-14}, {-2,-20},
{1,-26} and {4,-32} during the MAST fixed frequency, 16 GHz, Ohmic L-mode shot
27969. Parameters νprobe, νshift and νnotch are 12, 0.2 and 0.01 MHz respectively.
(c) Major radius scattering location. (d) Normalised minor radius. (e) k⊥ at the
scattering location. (f) Temporal evolution of line integrated electron density. (g)
Temporal evolution of plasma current.
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velocity is not possible using SAMI in its current configuration. How a phased array
device might be designed in order to make such measurements will be discussed in
section 8.1.
6.3 2D “centre of mass” Doppler shift and DBS
power (H-mode)
Figure 6.5(a) shows the 40 ms moving average of centre of gravity Doppler shift
(νcog − νprobe) from a receiving beam focused at {-20°,8°} in image coordinates dur-
ing H-mode MAST shot 28100. This probing orientation was chosen as it had the
greatest time averaged value of νcog − νprobe. The parameters νprobe, νshift and νnotch
were set to 10, 0.2 and 0.01 MHz respectively and data was digitised on four fre-
quencies: 14, 15, 16 and 17 GHz with a switching time (times spent acquiring data
on a single frequency channel before switching) of 200 µs. A gradual increase in
νcog is observed from 70 ms onwards following 2.5 MW of NBI power being applied
(figure 6.5(c)) by one of MAST’s on axis, co-injected, positive ion neutral injec-
tors (PINIs) [109]. The NBI system applies torque to the plasma resulting in spin
up which leads to an increased observed Doppler shift through the second term in
Equation 2.5. Once the plasma enters H-mode at 215 ms (indicated by a decrease
in Dα in figure 6.5(d)) there is an abrupt decrease in νcog − νprobe resulting from
an increase in the diamagnetic component of the turbulence velocity (first term in
Equation 2.5) due to the formation of a steep edge pressure gradient.
Changes in Doppler shift coinciding with the application of NBI and at the
onset of H-mode have been observed in previous conventional DBS experiments
[38,46]. However, as with spontaneous spin up in section 6.2, never before have these
phenomena been captured using a phased array system. As NBI was applied during
this shot, charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) data is available [68]
which provides measurements of the radial and temporal evolution of the plasma
toroidal rotation velocity. Unfortunately, a comparison with this data is not possible
as it is not available in the outer edge region where scattering at SAMI frequencies
takes place. A direct quantitative comparison in toroidal rotation velocity would not
have been possible, but comparing qualitative trends in the velocity of the scattering
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Figure 6.5: (a) 40 ms moving average of νcog−νprobe for four DBS frequency channels
during MAST shot 28100. Data acquired with the receiving beam focused at {-20°,
8°} and switching in frequency every 200 µs. The black vertical dashed lines at 70
and 215 ms indicate when NBI power is applied and when the plasma enters H-
mode respectively. (b) Probing beam k⊥ at the scattering location. (c) Co-injected
neutral beam power. (d) Dα emission.
layer could have been informative.
Figure 6.6(a) shows the 5 ms moving average of the total Doppler shifted power
(Pred + Pblue) where the background passive emission has been subtracted. The
parameters νprobe, νshift and νnotch were set to 10, 0.2 and 0.01 MHz respectively.
The Doppler power steadily increases after the NBI is applied (70-215 ms). This is
likely to be caused by an increase in the density (figure 6.6(f)) and the scattering
location moving closer to the SAMI array (figure 6.6(b)) and/or an increase in the
turbulence amplitude due to an increasing electron temperature gradient at the scat-
tering location (figure 6.6(e)); the electron density gradient stays notably constant
during this period (figure 6.6(d)). Temperature and electron density gradients are
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Figure 6.6: (a) 5 ms moving average Doppler shifted power (Pblue + Pred) when
receiving beam focused at {-20°, 8°}. The two black vertical dashed lines at 70 and
215 ms indicate when NBI injection is applied and when the plasma enters H-mode
respectively. A value of Doppler shifted power was calculated for each frequency
step. (b) Major radius (R) scattering location. (c) Normalised minor radius of
the scattering location. (d) The gradient of the electron density at the scattering
location. (e) The electron temperature gradient at the scattering location. (f)
The line integrated electron density using data from the MAST CO2 interferometer
system. (g) Temporal evolution of plasma current.
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calculated from Thomson scattering data. There is a sharp drop in the power as
the plasma enters H-mode at 215 ms despite the scattering location not changing
significantly (figure 6.6(b)). This decrease is caused by the suppression of turbulence
in the edge region. In figure 6.6(a) microwave bursts are observed after the plasma
enters H-mode coinciding with Edge Localised Modes or ELMs (figure 6.5(d)). As
shown in previous studies [103], each ELM is accompanied by a microwave burst
up to four orders of magnitude above the thermal background. The H-mode spikes
visible in figure 6.6(a) occur because, although the average background emission is
subtracted, this will only nullify the ELM emission if the burst is evenly distributed
across the IF.
The ramp up in power during NBI injection followed by a drop as the plasma
enters H-mode has been observed in previous conventional DBS experiments [39].
6.4 Magnetic pitch angle measurements
6.4.1 Magnetic pitch angle: L-mode
In section 6.1.2 when discussing figure 6.2(a) it is noted that the slant in the orienta-
tion of the maximum and minimum values of Pblue−Pred is dictated by the magnetic
field pitch in the scattering layer. Therefore, it should be possible by observing the
orientation of the blue and red-shifted radiation to make a radially localised pitch
angle measurement. Figures 6.7 (a) and (b) show the distribution of Pblue and Pblue
respectively during shot 27969. The maxima in Pblue and Pred are both marked with
black crosses. A magnetic pitch angle measurement is made by measuring the loca-
tions of these two maxima considering their relative orientation. It is assumed that
they lie perpendicular to the magnetic field lines due to backscattering’s dependence
on k‖ at the reflecting layer.
This SAMI pitch angle measurement can then be compared with the pitch angle
calculated by EFIT at the scattering location. The scattering location is decided
upon as follows: the directions of the blue and red-shifted maxima are first measured
by SAMI (blue and red dashed lines in figure 6.8), the direction immediately between
these two orientations is then calculated (black dashed line in figure 6.8). Along
this direction a beam is then launched using the TORBEAM code which returns
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Figure 6.7: (a) and (b) show contour plots of Pblue and Pred respectively during the
MAST 16 GHz fixed frequency shot 27969 where νprobe = 12 MHz, νshift = 0.2 MHz
and νnotch = 0.01 MHz. The maxima of Pblue in a) and Pred in (b) are marked with
black crosses. Data used to plot (a) and (b) was acquired between 290 and 310 ms
into the shot. The power is normalised to the peak observed value of Pblue + Pred
the scattering location.
Figures 6.9(a) and (b) show the temporal evolution of magnetic pitch angle as
measured by SAMI (green line) and EFIT (dashed red line) for the double null
discharge (DND) shots 27969 (fixed frequency 16 GHz) and 28856 (fixed frequency
10 GHz) respectively. The SAMI pitch angle time evolution was calculated using
an 8 ms sliding data window. The νprobe, νshift and νnotch parameters were set to
10, 0.2 and 0.01 MHz respectively. A fine grid of 161 by 161 was used within the
±40° viewing aperture for greater accuracy. The reliability of the SAMI pitch angle
measurement relies on there being sufficient backscattered power. Figure 6.9(c)
shows the normalised to peak value backscattered power during MAST shots 27969
and 28856 where the background passive emission has been subtracted (calculated
as the sum of Pred and Pblue at each of the extrema locations). One can see that the
large departure from EFIT by the SAMI pitch at 10 ms during shot 27969 coincides
with a sharp drop in backscattered power. It is also apparent that departures
between SAMI and EFIT during shot 28856 occur between 60-130 ms and 330-
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Figure 6.8: 3D illustration of the SAMI pitch angle measurement. Data shown is
from 282 ms during MAST shot 27969. The centre of the SAMI array is indicated
by the green dot positioned at (2.182, 0, 0.203). The 16 GHz red and blue maxima
vectors, as measured by SAMI, are indicated by the red and blue dashed lines. A
vector oriented directly inbetween the red and blue dashed lines is indicated by
the black dashed line. The 16 GHz normal incidence O-mode cutoff surface, as
calculated by Thomson scattering and EFIT is indicated by the pink-purple shaded
mesh. The red, blue and black dots mark where the red, blue and black dashed lines
intersect the normal incident cutoff surface respectively. The black arrow orientated
perpendicular to the plane in which the red and blue vectors dashed lines lie indicates
the SAMI pitch angle measurement. Magnetic field lines which lie in the cutoff
surface are depicted as purple lines and show the magnetic pitch angle as calculated
from EFIT.
350 ms when the DBS power is comparatively low. The fluctuation level in the
SAMI pitch angle measurements during shot 28856 is noticeably higher than during
27969; the shot averaged modulus of the departure from EFIT by the SAMI pitch
angle is 9.1° and 3.8° for shots 28856 and 27969 respectively. This is expected as,
being a low frequency 10 GHz shot, more of the probing beam is backscattered in
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Figure 6.9: (a) and (b) show magnetic pitch angle as measured by SAMI (solid green
line) and EFIT (red dashed line) at 16 GHz and 10 GHz during MAST shots 27969
and 28856 respectively. The SAMI pitch angle measurement was calculated using
an 8 ms sliding data window which was moved forward 1 ms for each data point.
The EFIT pitch angle was evaluated at the scattering location of a ray launched
directly in-between the locations of the red and blue-shifted maxima and minima
at each moment in time as calculated by TORBEAM. (c) Shows the backscattered
power level at the red and blue-shifted Doppler power maxima during shot 27969
(continuous blue line) and 28856 (dashed blue line). Note that the power levels
for each shot use different normalisations. (d) The normalised minor radius of the
scattering location for shots 28856 and 27969.
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the scrape off layer where the density fluctuation level is high. In addition, the
shot averaged separation of the Pblue and Pred maxima were found to be 11.2° and
10.3° for shots 27869 and 28856 respectively. As these maxima are slightly closer
together in 28856 this could also contribute to the higher fluctuation level observed.
For a more exhaustive discussion of the factors affecting pitch angle accuracy see
section 6.4.3. Though the radial scattering locations are similar in 27969 and 28856
(figure 6.9(d)) the pitch evolution varies due to different plasma current temporal
profiles (figure 6.9(e)). Note that the pitch angle evolution is closely linked to the
plasma current as larger toroidal current results in a greater poloidal field component
increasing the pitch of the magnetic field (toroidal component assumed fixed).
6.4.2 Magnetic pitch angle: H-mode
Figure 6.10(a) shows the temporal evolution of magnetic pitch angle as measured
by SAMI (green line), EFIT (dashed red line) and the MAST Motional Stark Effect
(MSE) Diagnostic [110] (dashed purple line) during the 16 GHz fixed frequency,
H-mode shot 27894. Note the extended vertical axis compared with figures 6.9(a)
and (b). The νprobe, νshift and νnotch parameters were set to 12, 0.2 and 0.01 MHz
respectively.
If one first considers the L-mode phase (0-242 ms), it is immediately apparent
that fluctuation level in the SAMI pitch angle is much higher than in 27969 or 28856
(16.6° average disparity from EFIT during the L-mode phase). In figure 6.10(f) the
magnetic axis is below mid-plane indicative of a lower single null discharge (SND)
whose magnetic geometry results in the Pred, Pblue maxima being poorly separated:
the average angular separation of the Pred and Pblue maxima was 4.1° in the L-mode
phase of 27894. Any error in the position of the maxima is then amplified leading
to a nosier SAMI pitch angle measurement.
During the L-mode phase where MSE data is available (MSE data is only avail-
able from 153 ms as it relies on the application of NBI) there is much better agree-
ment between the SAMI pitch angle and the MSE data (10.5° average disparity)
than the SAMI and EFIT data (16.6° average disparity). Before the onset of H-
mode when MSE data is available (153-242 ms) there is a similar level of agreement
between MSE and SAMI pitch angle measurements (10.5° average disparity) as there
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Figure 6.10: (a) Magnetic pitch angle as measured by SAMI (green line), EFIT
(red dashed line) and mid-plane MSE (purple dashed line) during the 16 GHz fixed
frequency MAST shot 27894. The SAMI pitch angle measurement was calculated
using an 8 ms sliding data window which was moved forward 1 ms for each data
point. (b) Backscattered power. (c) Vertical scattering coordinate. (d) Normalised
minor radius of the scattering location. (e) NBI power. (f) The vertical coordinate
of the magnetic axis. (g) Dα intensity. (h) Plasma current.
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is between MSE and EFIT (10.0° average disparity). MSE and EFIT are known to
be inconsistent, particularly in the edge region MAST [111]. MSE is often consid-
ered to be more reliable as it measures the magnetic pitch more directly. However,
one should note that the MSE pitch information shown in figure 6.10(a) is at the
radial scattering location on mid-plane as only here is data available.
Following application of the second PINI and total NBI power increasing to
3.5 MW (figure 6.10(e)) the plasma enters H-mode. As discussed before in sec-
tion 6.3, this coincides with a large drop in the backscattered power (figure 6.10(b))
and bursts of passive emission (subtracted from figure 6.10(b)) coinciding with
ELMs. There is a substantial increase in the fluctuation level in the SAMI data
coinciding with the onset of H-mode with the average disparity to EFIT and MSE
increasing to 66.9° and 60.6° respectively. These variations are not attributable to
the presence of the ELMs (if the data points affected by ELMs are removed large
fluctuations are still present). Most likely this increase in variability is attributable
to the decrease in backscattered power during H-mode.
If one considers figure 6.11 we can see that the agreement between MSE and
EFIT is good in the core while the two measurements diverge towards the edge
region, particularly in H-mode. The radial resolution of the MSE diagnostic is '2.5
cm.
Figure 6.11: Pitch angle as a function of normalised minor radius as measured by
MSE (purple dots), SAMI at 16 GHz (green cross) and EFIT (red line) for L (a)
and H-mode (b) during MAST shot 27894.
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6.4.3 Magnetic pitch angle accuracy
A quantitative comparison of accuracy between shots 28856 and 27969 is presented
in figure 6.12(a). Data between 100-320 ms and 120-340 was considered for shots
27969 and 28856 respectively. These data windows were chosen as the pitch angle is
comparatively stable during these periods. One can see that, in general, the longer
the data window the better the agreement between SAMI and EFIT. This is due
to randomised fluctuations with time scales of ∼0.5 ms causing errors in the SAMI
pitch angle measurement being averaged out. These fluctuations impose a lower
bound on the temporal resolution of SAMI pitch angle measurements.
If the data window is long then time resolution will be low, whereas if the data
windows are short then pitch angle accuracy is affected. Figure 6.12(a) shows that
given a specific time resolution (x-axis) a certain degree of agreement between SAMI
and EFIT results can be expected on average during shots 27969 and 28856. The
decrease in discrepancy from EFIT saturates at long integration times; by consider-
ing the c constants in each of the fits it is apparent that at large time windows the
agreement will saturate with approximately one degree of disparity.
Figure 6.12(b) shows the SAMI pitch angle measurement at 80 ms during shot
27969 as the length of the data window is increased. A notable decrease in the
variability of the pitch angle measurement is apparent as the data window length is
increased. Before 0.7 ms the variability is extremely large with a standard deviation
of ∼60° (figure 6.12(c). After 0.7 ms the variability rapidly decreases to a standard
deviation of ∼10° which then slowly decreases saturating at ∼1° after 15 ms of time
integration. Analysis such as that presented in figure 6.12 was used to decide an 8 ms
time integration to be used in figures 6.9(a)and (b). In this way, a comparatively
smooth measurement of pitch angle, in good agreement with EFIT, was achieved
without unnecessarily compromising the temporal resolution.
6.5 Other observations
The main thrust of the analysis presented in this thesis has been to investigate the
capabilities of SAMI in its active probing mode to act as a 2D Doppler backscattering
diagnostic. However, many other phenomena are visible in the SAMI backscattered
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Figure 6.12: (a) Average SAMI pitch angle disparity with EFIT as a function of
data window length for fixed frequency shots 10 GHz, 28856 (red dots) and 16
GHz, 27969 (blue dots). The disparity is defined as the magnitude of the difference
between the SAMI pitch angle measurement and the EFIT pitch angle measurement.
The average error was calculated by using data between 100 and 320 ms during
shot 27969 and between 120 and 340 ms during shot 28856. Non overlapping data
windows where then defined along the length of these time periods and the pitch
error was averaged over the windows. The dashed blue and red lines are fits to the
data of the form a
x+b
+ c where x is the data window length and a, b and c are
constants. The constants a, b, and c are 10.5, -0.3, 1.4 and 39.5, -0.8, 0.4 for shots
27969 and 28856 respectively. (b) The SAMI pitch angle measurement at 80 ms
during shot 27969 as the length of the data window is increased (blue); the 15 ms
data window value (red, dashed) has been taken away so that the departure from
the 15 ms data window value is shown. From zero the length of the data window
is increased by 0.02 ms increments. (c) Standard deviation of (b) using a 0.5 ms
running data window.
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spectrum which have physics relevance. A short overview is given here; we leave
in-depth analysis of these effects to future publications.
6.5.1 Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) phenomena
Figures 6.13(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) show the power spectrogram of radiation inci-
dent on antenna one in the SAMI array, the power spectrogram of outboard Mirnov
coil xmc omv/210, total power received on antenna one, Dα emission and total neu-
tral beam injected power respectively during the 16 GHz fixed frequency shot 27918.
Coherent structures are visible in figure 6.13(a) between 260-310 ms (arrows num-
bered 1 and 2) and 360-410 ms (arrow number 3). Accompanying power spectra
between 260-310 ms and 360-410 ms are shown in figures 6.14(a) and (b) respectively
where the same coherent structures are indicated by the numbered arrows accord-
ingly. The coherent structures labelled 1 appear between the onset of H-mode and
the first ELM which coincides with the plasma’s transition back into L-mode. These
structures take the form of sharp spikes in power located ±21.5 kHz and ±43 kHz
either side of the active probing frequency. Interestingly, two long lived internal kink
modes are visible in the Mirnov spectrogram at ∼21.5 kHz and ∼43 kHz during the
same temporal period. However, although the kink modes are chirping in frequency,
the coherent structures in the SAMI spectrogram appear constant. The 21.5 kHz
and 43 kHz modes disappear from the SAMI spectrum at 310 ms when the plasma
re-enters L-mode though they remain in the Mirnov signal. The modes likely be-
come obscured by the higher level of turbulence in the edge region brought about
by the L-mode transition. Comparatively broad coherent structures are also visible
at ±160 kHz and ±200kHz at 260-310 ms (arrow #2) and 260-410 ms (arrow #3)
respectively. These are likely to be associated with Doppler shifted backscattered
radiation off turbulent structures.
6.5.2 Resonant Magnetic Perturbation (RMP) coils effects
Figure 6.15(a) shows the power spectrogram and temporal evolution of νcog for
a SAMI receiving beam focused at {-10°,16°} during the 16 GHz fixed frequency
MAST shot 27897. This orientation was selected as it had the largest value of
time averaged νcog over the whole shot. Figures 6.15(b), (c), (d) and (e) show
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Figure 6.13: (a) Power spectogram of radiation incident on a single SAMI antenna
in the region of the active probing IF frequency (12 MHz) during the 16 GHz fixed
frequency MAST shot 27918. (b) Power spectrum of pickup from outboard Mirnov
coil xmc omv/210. (c) Total incident power received by antenna. (d) Dα emission.
(e) Total NBI power.
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Figure 6.14: (a), (b) Power spectra of 16 GHz radiation incident on a single SAMI
antenna during MAST shot 29718 for 260-310 ms and 360-420 ms respectively. Both
spectra have been normalised to their peak value.
the accompanying total Doppler shifted power, Dα intensity, total NBI power, and
current in the MAST RMP coils [112] respectively during 27897. Shot 27897 was an
experiment to investigate the effect of RMP coils in a n=4 configuration on ELMs.
In figure 6.15 (a) one can see that the extent of the received red and blue Doppler
shifted signals and νcog increase with time due to spontaneous plasma spin up up
until the L-H transition. As seen before in section 6.3 the L-H transition is accom-
panied by a drop in the value of νcog and Pblue + Pred. Interestingly, as the ELM
coils are applied νcog and total DBS power are observed to increase. This is likely
due to the turbulence amplitude in the edge region being increased due to applica-
tion of the RMPs as has been observed previously in DIII-D DBS experiments for
K⊥=2.5–4.5 cm−1 [113]. The wide distribution of the power in the spectrogram and
large νcog indicates that the induced turbulence has relatively high velocity. The
onset of turbulence appears gradual over a time-scale of ∼20 ms once the RMP coils
are applied.
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Figure 6.15: (a) IF power spectrogram of a receiving beam focused at {-10°,16°}
during the 16 GHz fixed frequency shot 27897. The continuous black line shows
the temporal evolution of νcog for the focused beam (the values of νprobe, νshift and
νnotch were 12, 0.2 and 0.01 MHz respectively). (b) Total Doppler shifted power
(background passive emission subtracted). (c) Dα intensity. (d) Total NBI power.
(e) RMP coil current.
6.6 Reflectometry
SAMI digitises the phase and amplitude of the backscattered probing beam on an
array of eight antennas. In this section we explore to what extent this information
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can be used to constrain the shape and position of the reflecting layer. The SAMI
diagnostic hardware is not capable of continuous fast frequency sweeping as might be
conducted during a conventional profile reflectometry experiment. However, SAMI
can measure the relative phase, and therefore relative path length, of backscattered
signals between antennas on its receiving array. Information on the shape and posi-
tion of the backscattering surface is contained within this data. This analysis may
be referred to as reflectometry as we concern ourselves solely with the 0th order
backscattered peak in contrast to the −1th peak considered in Doppler backscatter-
ing analysis. However, the method which we will outline in the next two sections
differs markedly from that used in conventional reflectometry experiments [61,114].
6.6.1 Theoretical feasibility model
Initially we consider an idealised theoretical model in order to test the feasibility
of extracting shape and positional information from the phase of the backscattered
un-Doppler shifted signal. We assume that, through time averaging, the reflection
surface can be considered smooth. Furthermore, as many of SAMI’s lower RF
frequency channels are located in the outer edge of the plasma (see figures 5.3 and
5.6), we assume that refraction effects can be ignored. In addition, we assume that
the shape of the reflecting layer can be described by the common parametrisation
[115]:
x = [R− b+ (a+ b cos θ) cos(θ + δ sin θ)] cosφ
y = [R− b+ (a+ b cos θ) cos(θ + δ sin θ)] sinφ
z = z0 + κa sin θ (6.4)
where R is the major radius, a is the minor radius, z0 is the position of the plasma
mid-plane, b is the indentation, κ is the ellipticity (elongation = κ − 1), δ is the
triangularity, θ is the poloidal angle and φ is the toroidal angle. A 3D cartoon of
the set-up used in the model is shown in figure 6.16.
The path difference information was utilised as follows: first, a “correct” shape of
the plasma was decided upon, this initial shape was then perturbed, using only the
path length differences (derived from the initial correct shape) and the perturbed
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Figure 6.16: Cartoon depiction of the synthetic data set-up. The positions of the
active probing antenna, reflection points and receiving antennas are shown by the
green, red and blue points respectively. The probing antenna is connected to the
reflection points and the reflection points to the receiving antennas by black translu-
cent lines. The reflection surface in indicated by the pink-blue shading and is defined
by the parameterisation in equation 6.4 where R, a, z0, b, κ and δ are 0.87, 0.59,
0.07, 0.08, 2.75 and 0.42. These values were obtained by fitting equation 6.4 to
the 10 GHz normal incidence O-mode reflection surface averaged between 200 and
400 ms during MAST L-mode shot 28814.
shape it was then seen if the initial “correct” shape could be re-obtained. The
“correct” shape used is defined by equation 6.4 where R, a, z0, b, κ and δ are 0.87,
0.59, 0.07, 0.08, 2.75 and 0.42. These parameters result from equation 6.4 being
fitted to the 10 GHz normal incidence O-mode reflection surface averaged between
200 and 400 ms during MAST L-mode shot 28814. This shot was used due to its
extended flat top where density profiles and plasma current were held constant.
Gaussian distributed noise was added to each of the path length differences (from
which phase differences are calculated) to simulate the experimental error present in
a real measurement. These path length differences were then used in a minimisation
procedure where the perturbed shape of the plasma was used as an initial guess
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(when applied to real data this initial guess could be provided by a combination of
magnetic equilibria and density profile data). The “cost” function (to be minimised
with respect to R, a, z0, b, κ and δ) was defined as follows:
N−1∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
[φij − φfitij (R, a, z0, b, κ, δ)]2, (6.5)
where φij is the “measured” phase difference between the i
th and jth antenna chan-
nels and φfitij (R, a, z0, b, κ, δ) is the phase difference between the antenna channels
resulting from the fit. The Mathematica function “FindMinimum” was used to find
the best fit (corresponding to a local minimum of the cost function in R-a-z0-b-κ-δ
space). “FindMinimum” automatically selects either the conjugate gradient, prin-
cipal axis, Levenburg Marquarddt, Newton, quasi-Newton, interior point or linear
programming minimisation method depending on which one is optimal. An exam-
ple of a “correct” plasma shape, an initial guess and a fitted solution is shown in
figure 6.17. We can see that in the region of the reflection points the fit is much
more accurate than the initial guess.
The fit was found to converge as long as the initial guess values of R, a, z0, b,
κ and δ were within 10% of the “correct” values. Using an initial guess where R,
a, z0, b, κ and δ were increased to 105% of their correct values, the accuracy of the
subsequent fit was investigated for different levels of phase noise. This was done for
one and two probing antennas (a second probing antenna was added to the SAMI
array in August 2013). The results from this analysis are shown in figure 6.18.
Phase error is defined as standard deviation of the Gaussian distributed noise added
to the phase differences prior to fitting. Fit error is defined as the average distance
between the “correct” position of the plasma and the plasma fit in the region of
the reflection points. For each value of phase error the cost function was minimised
from the 5% perturbed initial guess 10 times. The average accuracy of these 10 fits
was then used as the fit error (constituting a single red or blue point in figure 6.18).
A linear fit was made to both the single and two antenna points (shown by the red
and blue lines in figure 6.18 respectively). From this analysis we can see that it is
possible, in theory, to obtain additional information on the shape and position of
the backscattering surface provided an initial guess within 10% of the correct value
is available.
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Figure 6.17: Poloidal cross-section showing the correct shape of the plasma (red),
an intial guess (purple) and a curve fitted using the minimisation of equation 6.5
(green). The postions of the probing antenna, receiving antennas and reflection
points are also indicated by the green, blue and red dots.
6.6.2 Application to data
Applied to real data the technique outlined in section 6.6.1 has some clear limita-
tions. That reflected beam of each antenna channel takes a slightly different path
through the plasma. Therefore each path has a slightly different length and re-
fractive index. This will result in a phase difference in each antenna channel not
attributable to the shape of the reflection layer. However, as seen in figures 5.3
and 5.6 the normal incidence cutoffs are concentrated in the outer edge region of
the plasma. Therefore, the plasma path length will be short, limiting the extent
of phase shift applied. Error could also arise due to SAMI’s inability to separate
polarisations. This would delocalises the reflection point potentially preventing the
cost function outlined in section 6.6.1 from converging. However, as discussed in
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Figure 6.18: Fit error plotted against phase error for one probing antenna (red
dots) and two probing antennas (blue dots). Lines fitted to the one and two probing
antenna data are also shown (red and blue respectively).
sections 5.1 and 5.2 the O and X-mode cutoffs are often in close proximity limiting
the phase shift between them. Despite these potential limitations, the extent to
which this technique can be applied is still worthy of investigation.
When conducting Doppler backscattering experiments one is concerned with the
Doppler shifted side-lobes (red and blue shaded regions in figure 6.1(b)), when con-
ducting reflectometry experiments one is concerned with the unshifted backscattered
signal (grey region in figure 6.1(b)). When analysing the un-Doppler shifted part
of the SAMI spectrum one has to take into account the numerous ways that the
signal can arrive at the receiving antennas other than reflecting off the surface of
the plasma such as: leakage through the microwave electronics, direct cross-talk be-
tween emitting and receiving antennas and window reflections. Henceforth we will
refer to this spurious signal as noise. In order to accurately measure the phase of
the reflected plasma signal, the noise must first be subtracted. On MAST SAMI
was configured to start acquiring 10 ms before the start of shot. This allowed the
noise to be measured in the absence of plasma (allowing it to be subtracted off the
plasma data later in the shot). However, this method only works if the phase of
the noise remains stable throughout the shot. Unfortunately, it was found that the
phase of the noise signal drifts as a function of time. It was found subsequently that
for all SAMI MAST data the digitisation clock was generated separately from the
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active probing signal clock. As a result of using two clocks, the timing of the digiti-
sation drifts with respect to that of the active probing signal. This manifests itself
in the data as a phase drift. The phase of 10 MHz (the active probing frequency) IF
signal measured during MAST L-mode shot 28816 is shown in figure 6.19(a). The
noise could still be subtracted if the rate of drift was constant as it could then be
extrapolated. However, as is evident from figure 6.19(b), the rate of this drift is not
constant but varies unpredictably throughout the shot. This means that it is very
difficult to reliably subtract off noise at the active probing frequency. The method
outlined above in section 6.6.1 cannot be implemented without reliable subtraction
of this noise signal. Prior to SAMI’s installation on NSTX-U the way the FPGA
clocks were distributed was changed so that the active probing frequency and digi-
tisation frequency were both set by the same clock eliminating the drift. This will
be discussed further in section 8.1.
Figure 6.19: (a) The phase of the active probing frequency as measured on each of
the eight receiving antennas during MAST shot 28816. (b) Rate of phase drift.
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NSTX-U results
Declaration
Figures 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.3 and 7.4 and the accompanying discussion have been previ-
ously published in [106,116].
7.1 DBS power comparison with MAST data
Initially, so that direct comparisons with MAST data could be made, the sinuous
antennas and polarisation switches were not installed on NSTX-U. Vivaldi antennas
were installed in the same configuration as that used on MAST (see figure 3.7). The
first SAMI NSTX-U data was acquired on the 3rd May 2016.
Figures 7.1(a) and (b) show the power spectrum of 10 GHz radiation incident
on a single SAMI antenna during the L-mode phase of NSTX-U shot 204620 and
MAST shot 28856 respectively. Immediately apparent is a significant increase in
DBS power above the noise floor on NSTX-U compared to MAST. This increase is
expected due to the closer proximity of the SAMI array to the plasma on NSTX-U
(∼45 cm) compared to MAST (∼77 cm). Other factors that could potentially affect
the level of backscattered power are probing geometry (mid-plane port NSTX-U,
above mid-plane port MAST) and the prevalence of turbulence in the scattering
later. In addition to increased power, it is clear from figure 7.1(a) that much higher
Doppler shifts (>1.5 MHz) are visible in the NSTX-U power spectra compared to
MAST. It is reasonable to assume that such Doppler shifts are present in the MAST
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spectra but not visible above the noise floor due to insufficient power (>1.5 MHz
Doppler shifts have been observed during conventional MAST DBS experiments at
similar frequencies [46]). The increased DBS power level and Doppler shifts (shown
for 10 GHz in figure 7.1) are visible on all operating frequency channels in SAMI
NSTX-U data.
Figure 7.1: (a) NSTX-U power spectra of 10 GHz radiation incident on a single
SAMI antenna during the L-mode phase of shot 204620 (green) and when no plasma
is present (red). (b) MAST power spectra of 10 GHz radiation on a single SAMI
antenna recieved during the L-mode phase of shot 28856 (green) and when no plasma
is present (red). Each plot shows the Fourier power spectrum of data recived during
a 4.19 ms time interval.
7.2 2D “centre of mass” Doppler shift and DBS
power
On NSTX-U as on MAST, the “centre of mass” Doppler shift was investigated as
a function of time at a fixed viewing orientation (see figure 7.2(a)). In figure 7.2
the receiving beam is focused in the {-16°,8°} direction (orientation of maximum
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Figure 7.2: (a) Centre of mass Doppler shift (νcog−νprobe) during the fixed frequency
10 GHz NSTX-U shot 204621 plotted with 2 ms time resolution. The data was
acquired with the receiving beam focused at {-16°,8°}. The black dashed vertical
line at 250 ms marks the L-H transition. The νprobe, νshift and νnotch parameters are
12.5, 0.6 and 0.01 MHz respectively. (b) Total Doppler shifted power (Pred + Pblue)
plotted every 2 ms. (c) Major radius (R) scattering coordinate. (d) Normalised
minor radius at the scattering location. (e) Total NBI power. (f) Dα intensity. (g)
Plasma current.
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νcog − νprobe averaged over the shot). In figure 7.2 we can see that many of the
phenomena observed on MAST are also seen on NSTX-U: a gradual rise in νcog −
νprobe at the start of the shot corresponding to intrinsic spin up is observed (seen
on MAST in figure 6.4) followed by additional spin up at 150 ms coinciding with
application of NBI (observed on MAST in figure 6.5). An increase in DBS power
is also seen coinciding with NBI (observed on MAST in figure 6.6). A sudden
decrease in observed power and νcog − νprobe is observed following the onset of H-
mode at 250 ms (observed on MAST in figures 6.6 and 6.5). In figures 7.2(c)-(d)
we can see, as on MAST, that H-mode causes little difference in the scattering
radius which is located in the far edge region throughout. During this analysis
Thomson data is often not available at the 10 GHz cutoff. The scattering locations
given in figures 7.2(c) and (d) were calculated through interpolation reducing their
reliability. Electron temperature and density gradients calculated at the scattering
location are not given in figure 7.2 as, if provided, they would be calculated from a
function extrapolated beyond the region where data is available and would therefore
have little meaning. By comparing figures 7.2(a) and 6.5(a) it is apparent that the
magnitude of the observed Doppler shift (|νcog−νprobe|) is much greater on NSTX-U
than on MAST. This is due to the higher observed DBS power on NSTX-U allowing
the higher Doppler shifts (not observed on MAST) to be distinguishable above the
noise floor; this pulls the centre of gravity of the observed Doppler shift out to larger
values. The agreement that we have seen between the MAST and NSTX-U data by
comparing figures 6.6, 6.5 and 7.2 gives us confidence that SAMI has been installed
on NSTX-U correctly and that the SAMI NSTX-U data are reliable.
7.3 Magnetic pitch angle
The distribution of the DBS radiation observed on NSTX-U (see figure 7.3) closely
resembles that seen on MAST (see figure 6.7). Assuming that the red and blue
shifted extrema are aligned perpendicular to the magnetic field allows a magnetic
pitch angle to be measured via the procedure outlined in section 6.4.1.
Figure 7.4(a) shows the magnetic pitch angle as measured by SAMI (green line)
and EFIT (red dashed line) at 10 GHz during NSTX-U shot 204620. A fixed fre-
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Figure 7.3: (a) and (b) show a contour plots of Pblue and Pred respectively at 10 GHz
240 ms into NSTX-U shot 204620. The νprobe, νshift and νnotch parameters are 12.5,
0.6 and 0.01 MHz respectively. The maxima in Pblue and Pred are indicated by black
crosses.
quency SAMI data acquisition and a 8 ms sliding data window were used, as done on
MAST (see figures 6.9 and 6.10). The reflection points were calculated as follows:
firstly, two lines were considered emanating from the position of the SAMI array
directed towards the red and blue maxima (see red and blue dashed lines in fig-
ure 6.8). A line positioned directly between these two lines was then calculated (see
black dashed line in figure 6.8). The intersection point of this line and the O-mode
normal incidence cutoff was then taken as the reflection point. The O-mode normal
incidence cutoff surface was calculated using a combination of EFIT and Thomson
data. However, one should note that, as with the 10 GHz data presented in fig-
ure 7.2, Thomson data was often not available in the region of the 10 GHz normal
incidence cutoff. Therefore, extrapolation was implemented reducing the reliability
of this measurement.
Figure 7.4(a) shows relatively good agreement between the SAMI measured mag-
netic pitch angle and EFIT at early times (<100 ms). However, this agreement
breaks down at later times (>100 ms) when the SAMI measurement grossly over-
values the magnetic pitch. The EFIT magnetic pitch angle should not necessarily
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be taken as “correct”: see disagreement between EFIT and MSE pitch angle mea-
surements in figure 6.10 for example. Nevertheless, this level of disparity with EFIT
(∼30°) and SAMI’s high pitch angles (>60°) is unlikely to be physical. High over-
valued pitch angles were observed on all analysed NSTX-U 10 GHz shots; 204331,
204620 and 204621. Over estimation of pitch angles (∼17°) was observed on MAST
(see figure 6.10) although not to the same extent as observed here (∼30°). Unfor-
tunately, at the time of writing (July 2016) we cannot make comparisons between
SAMI and MSE pitch because the NSTX-U MSE system [117] is non-operational
(it is expected to come online later this year).
If one considers the 10 GHz normal incidence cutoffs on NSTX-U (figure 5.6)
and the measured scattering location during shot 204620 (figure 7.4(d)) one can
see that scattering occurs in the outer scrape off layer. This could potentially de-
crease the reliability of the SAMI pitch angle measurement and account for the large
disparity with EFIT. Near field effects are another potential source of error; these
result from the SAMI array’s close proximity to the NSTX-U plasma. In addition,
Thomson scattering data was often not available in the reflection region meaning
that interpolation had to be used resulting in uncertainty in the scattering location.
Despite the disparity between the SAMI and EFIT pitch, the SAMI data does
show a trend of increasing pitch angle with time as the plasma current is gradually
increased (figure 7.4(g)). On MAST the onset of H-mode resulted in a sharp drop
in the received DBS power as well as a large increase in the uncertainty of the
SAMI pitch angle measurement (see figure 6.10). On NSTX-U the onset of H-mode
(∼250 ms) results in no visible drop in power (see figure 7.4(b)) and the fluctuation
level in the SAMI pitch angle measurement does not noticeably increase. As well
as being inconsistent with MAST this result is also inconsistent with the 10 GHz
data presented in figure 7.2 where H-mode is accompanied by a sharp drop in DBS
power. The NSTX-U experiment log records the onset of H-mode at 250 ms during
204620 and 204621. Shot 204620 is also very similar to 204621 in a number of other
regards such as plasma current, Dα intensity and NBI power. However, the response
in the SAMI data differs markedly between these two shots. The data is not directly
comparable as longer time integration is used in figure 7.4 than in figure 7.2 and
the receiving beam direction is not fixed in figure 7.4. However, a drop in power
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would still be expected as seen on MAST in figure 6.10. Further investigation into
this disagreement is required.
Figure 7.4: (a) Magnetic pitch angle as measured by SAMI (green line) and EFIT
(red dashed line) during the 10 GHz fixed frequency NSTX-U shot 204620. The
SAMI pitch angle measurement was calculated using an 8 ms sliding data window
which was moved forward 1 ms for each data point. (b) Total backscattered power.
(c) Major radius scattering coordinate. (d) Normalised minor radius of scattering
location. (e) NBI power. (f) Dα intensity. (g) Plasma current.
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Figure 7.5(a) shows the magnetic pitch angle as measured by SAMI (green line)
and EFIT (red dashed line) during the 16 GHz NSTX-U shot 204944. There is a
notable improvement in agreement between the SAMI and EFIT pitch angle mea-
surements compared to that seen at 10 GHz (see figure 7.4). The greatest disparity
between SAMI and EFIT is observed between 300 and 400 ms where the DBS power
is low. The improvement in SAMI pitch angle between 10 and 16 GHz indicates that
the 10 GHz backscattering layer is too far out in the scrape off layer on NSTX-U to
provide an accurate pitch measurement.
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Figure 7.5: (a) Magnetic pitch angle as measured by SAMI (green line) and EFIT
(red dashed line) during the 16 GHz fixed frequency NSTX-U shot 204944. The
SAMI pitch angle measurement was calculated using an 8 ms sliding data window
which was moved forward 1 ms for each data point. (b) Total backscattered power.
(c) Major radius scattering coordinate. (d) Normalised minor radius of scattering
location. (e) NBI power. (f) Dα intensity. (g) Plasma current.
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Conclusions and further work
The aim of this thesis was to explore the feasibility of using a phased array microwave
imaging device to conduct 2D Doppler backscattering experiments. It has been
found that, as well as rediscovering trends in backscattered power and Doppler shift
that have been observed on previous conventional DBS experiments, SAMI’s 2D
capability has allowed magnetic pitch angle to be measured; the first time this has
been achieved using a microwave device.
Although the use of a phased array has enabled exciting new capabilities, it is
also subject to limitations. Conventional DBS diagnostics, through implementation
of steerable antennas and sweeping in probing frequency, have provided K⊥-spectra
measurements and turbulent velocity radial profiles. The use of a narrow O or X-
mode probing beam leads to a well defined scattering location and wave-number.
In contrast SAMI illuminates the plasma using a very broad beam (±40° in the
horizontal and vertical directions) which is then backscattered at many locations
towards the linearly polarised receiving array. Though the receiving array applies a
directional weighting, the central maximum is broad (FWHM is 24-6° for frequencies
10-34.5 GHz) with a side-lobe level as high as 50% of the central maximum. This
greatly delocalises the spatial scattering location and prevents the measurement of
K⊥-spectra. In addition, SAMI’s limited directionality smears out Doppler shifted
signals to the extent that no discrete peaks are visible in backscattered spectra.
Therefore, no specific turbulent velocity can be linked to a particular spectrum and
the trends shown in figures 6.5 and 7.2 have to be given in terms of a centre of mass
Doppler shift (νcog).
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However, one has to take these results in context. SAMI was never designed
to conduct 2D DBS and is therefore far from optimised for this purpose. SAMI’s
receiving array is limited to eight antennas in a suboptimal layout (see discussion in
section 8.1.2) and lacks polarisation separation. In this light, it is highly encouraging
that SAMI resolved the trends in DBS power and centre of mass Doppler shift
presented in figures 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 7.2. It shows the field of 2D DBS using purpose-
built phased array devices holds great promise. There is no foreseeable reason why a
future 2D DBS system would not be capable of combining the numerous advantages
of conventional DBS with the alignment flexibility of a 2D phased array device
through a combination of hardware upgrades and appropriate modelling.
The work outlined in this thesis has also shown that, through conducting 2D
DBS, it is possible to measure magnetic pitch angle, a feat never before achieved
using a microwave diagnostic. The SAMI pitch angle measurements shown in fig-
ures 6.9, 6.10, 7.4 and 7.5 are limited to a single frequency and 8 ms time in-
tegration. However, in most cases, the SAMI-EFIT and SAMI-MSE agreement is
excellent (comparable to agreement typically observed between unconstrained EFIT
and MSE, see discussion in section 6.4.2). This procedure constitutes a new inde-
pendent channel for diagnosing pitch angle which is more direct than EFIT and,
unlike MSE, does not rely on NBI.
In light of the results presented in this thesis, phased array systems such as SAMI
provide an exciting and promising range of new capabilities for DBS diagnostics.
8.1 Further work
8.1.1 Investigations with existing SAMI hardware
As mentioned previously in section 6.1.2, full wave DBS modelling is currently being
developed at the University of York [108, 118]. This work has the potential to aid
in understanding and interpretation of SAMI spectra as well as enabling turbulent
velocity radial profiles, radial electric field and K⊥ spectra measurements. Further
analysis of existing SAMI data in the light of this modelling offers a potentially
fruitful avenue of research.
MHD and RMP effects are present in SAMI spectra and were briefly discussed
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in section 6.5. This offers the possibility of using the SAMI data to assist in the
identification of MHD instabilities as well as investigating the effects of RMPs on
edge turbulence.
Edge turbulence velocity shear could be investigated using fast frequency switch-
ing (∼1 ms) through all available SAMI channels. Even a study of centre of mass
Doppler shift as a function of frequency could potentially yield some interesting
results.
A theoretical procedure for constraining the plasma’s surface using SAMI data
was outlined in section 6.6. Applying this method to SAMI data was found to be
infeasible due to drift between the digitisation and active probing clocks. A FPGA
firmware upgrade applied prior to SAMI’s installation on NSTX-U (see section 5.2)
eliminated this clock drift by using a single clock for digitisation and active probing.
Post firmware upgrade this method can be revisited and, the extent to which the
reflection surface can be constrained, explored. Furthermore, one way would be to
consider using a different parameterisation of the plasma reflection layer other than
that defined by equation 6.4. A simpler parameterisation, such as a quadratic, may
aid cost function convergence as it would then occupy a lower dimensional space
while still accurately modelling the shape of the cutoff layer.
The accuracy of MAST SAMI pitch angle measurements at 10 and 16 GHz are
shown in figure 6.12. This analysis is limited to the few appropriate (in terms of
frequency switching period) MAST shots available. A more comprehensive study
should be possible using the SAMI NSTX-U data as larger library of appropriate
data becomes available. Such a study is of particular interest as it is likely that
temporal integration of 8 ms is excessive when considering NSTX-U data due to
the higher level of DBS power received (see section 7.1). The dependence of SAMI
pitch angle accuracy on temporal integration, DBS power, and probing frequency
we leave to future study.
Using the existing hardware and firmware low temporal resolution (128 ms)
magnetic pitch radial profiles are obtainable. Slow frequency switching (∼8 ms), 5 s
data acquisition and a plasma scenario with an extended (>128 ms) steady state
period would be required. Unfortunately, at the time of writing (July 2016), such
a data set has not been acquired. However, if such a data set were analysed this
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could potentially provide the first edge current density measurement acquired using
a microwave diagnostic.
Once MSE data becomes available on NSTX-U, a comparison with the SAMI
pitch angle measurement can be made. Ideally, this comparison should be made
using an MSE constrained EFIT equilibrium as this will not only provide more ac-
curate pitch values, it will also increase the accuracy of inferred scattering locations.
In 6.10 and figure 7.4 we assumed that the SAMI pitch measurement is incorrect.
However, another approach would be to use the SAMI pitch angle to constrain
the EFIT equilibrium solver and see if a better or worse fit results (quantified by
the χ2 parameter). Indeed, this analysis could be done for all the SAMI pitch
angle measurements given in this thesis and compared to unconstrained and MSE
contained EFIT results. The value of the χ2 parameter could then give a relative
measure of how “correct” the SAMI, MSE and unconstrained EFIT values are.
Only a limited analysis of the NSTX-U data has been presented in chapter 7.
Many more avenues of research remain unexplored, such as the temporal evolution
of centre of mass Doppler shift’s (νcog) dependence on probing frequency at fixed
orientation. In addition, current apparent inconsistencies in the data, such as no
drop in power in the 10 GHz NSTX-U pitch measurement at the onset of H-mode
during shot 204620 (see figure 7.4), remain to be explained.
As outlined in section 5.2, polarisation switches, sinuous antennas and a new
array configuration are intended to be installed on NSTX-U. The necessary compo-
nents have already been purchased and are on site at PPPL. However, at the time of
writing (July 2016) these components are yet to be installed. Installation will take
place once a sufficiently comprehensive NSTX-U Vivaldi single polarisation data set
has been acquired. Moving to this new set-up presents risks, such as lower gain
(discussed in section 4.3). However, making these changes increases the capability
of the SAMI diagnostic and potentially improves the quality of the data acquired.
It is likely that the reliability of the SAMI pitch angle measurement is affected by
the lack of polarisation separation and it is known that scattering within the Vivaldi
array has an adverse effect on the acquired data (see section 4.2).
As discussed in section 7.3, it is possible that near field effects are having an
adverse effect on the SAMI NSTX-U data. These effects can be accounted for in
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the analysis code. For example, the SAMI beam forming code currently focuses
onto a sphere with a radius approximately equal to that of the distance from the
SAMI array to the plasma. This could be altered so that the beam is focused onto
a toroidal density surface provided by Thomson data and EFIT eliminating any
potential near field errors.
The work in the thesis has been done as part of a collaboration with Durham
University’s Centre for Advance Instrumentation. Joanne Chorley has been working
with the SAMI team to parallelise much of the analysis code used to derive the
experimental results presented in this thesis using the CUDA parallel computing
platform [119]. This enables the data processing to be sped up by a factor of ∼60
relative to the IDL analysis code enabling inter-shot analysis. Full implementation
of a frequency domain beam forming CUDA analysis code is yet to be realised and
is left for future development.
In sections 5.1 and 5.2 we gave crude estimates of SAMI’s radial resolution by
considering the separation of normal incidence cutoffs at SAMI frequencies. In order
to obtain more reliable values, there are many further considerations to be made.
For example, the probing beam is typically at oblique incidence to the cutoff surface
with the angle of incidence affecting the location of the scattering region. If one is
measuring magnetic pitch angle then the technique proposed in section 6.4.1 relies on
scattering turbulence structures being aligned perpendicular to the magnetic field.
If the magnetic field vector changes abruptly with radius it is likely that interactions
between these turbulent structures could affect the SAMI measurement. The radial
resolution in further complicated if O and X-mode radiation is not separated as this
delocalises the scattering location.
8.1.2 Hardware development
Though the capabilities of the SAMI diagnostic have not yet been explored in full,
this system is ultimately limited and could be upgraded or overhauled in a number
of ways.
Increased directionality could be achieved by (as discussed in section 3.3) increas-
ing the number of antennas in the receiving array. Additional antenna channels us-
ing existing SAMI RF components would require a significant financial investment.
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One way such a cost could be avoided is through the use of monolithic microwave
integrated circuits (MMICs) [120]. These circuits can, once designed, be manufac-
tured at significantly lower cost than conventional RF components. A large number
of antenna channels would present significant digitisation and data storage require-
ments. However, FPGA digital pre-processing has already been developed for active
probing using SAMI (discussed previously in section 5.2). A combination of digital
down conversion, lower bit sampling and decreased digitisation rates could reduce
the memory and digitisation requirements. With the use of a large number of an-
tennas a narrow Gaussian beam, as used on conventional DBS experiments, could
be constructed using the receiving array. If the receiving array was also capable of
selecting a single mode of radiation then this would highly localise the scattering
location allowing for measurements of turbulent velocity, radial electric field and
K⊥ spectra. If such a system could also operate at high power (relative to SAMI)
then, as we have seen in sections 6.4.1 and 7.3, this would improve data quality. If
a system could acquire several frequencies simultaneously (as opposed to frequency
switching) this would increase temporal resolution as well as avoiding complications
associated with frequency switching such as switching noise and data stitching.
As mentioned previously, the existing SAMI array designs (see figures 5.7 and
3.7) are not optimised for 2D Doppler backscattering experiments. The layout of an
array optimised for measuring pitch angle, for example, may be elongated along the
direction approximately perpendicular to a typical magnetic field inclination. This
would give it better resolution along this axis. However, as discussed in section 3.3,
array optimisation is an involved process and we leave this for future work.
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Derivation of the force balance
equation
By considering a distribution function f for a collection of particles of equal mass,
one can derive the collisionless kinetic or Vlasov equation (sources of heat, sources
of particles and collisions are neglected):
∂f
∂t
+ (vp ·∇f) + 1
m
(F ·∇vp)f = 0 (A.1)
The force vector, particle mass and particle velocity are given by F , m and vp
respectively (∇vp = ∂/∂vp). Multiplying Equation A.1 by mvp and integrating
over velocity space gives:
m
∂
∂t
(nv) +m
∫
vp(vp ·∇)fd3v +
∫
vp(F ·∇vp)fd3vp = 0. (A.2)
where v is the flow velocity of a fluid element and n is the density. Since the spatial
gradient ∇ does not act on vp, the second term in Equation A.2 can be written as:
m
∫
vp(vp ·∇)fd3v = m
∫
∇ · (fvpvp)d3v (A.3)
= m∇ ·
∫
(fvpvp)d
3vp (A.4)
= m∇ · (nvpvp) (A.5)
where the bar over the quantity indicates velocity “averaging” nvpvp =
∫
fvpvpd
3vp.
The particle velocity can be written as the sum of the fluid velocity and random
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thermal velocity: vp = v +w. This allows the second term of Equation A.2 to be
rewritten as
m∇ · (nvpvp) = m[∇ · (nvv) +∇ · (nww) +∇ · n(vw +wv)] (A.6)
= m[∇ · (nvv) +∇ · (nww) (A.7)
where we have used the fact that w = 0 by definition. Applying the product rule
to the first term of Equation A.7 and using w = vp − v results in:
m∇ · (nvpvp) = m[∇ · (nv)v + n(v ·∇)v] +∇ ·P (A.8)
where P = mn(vpvp − vv) = m
∫
f(vpvp − vv)d3v is the pressure tensor. If we
now consider Equation A.2 once again, the third term can be written as
∫
vp(F ·∇vp)fd3vp =
∫
∇vp(fvpF)d3vp −
∫
fvp∇vp ·Fd3v −
∫
fF ·∇vpvpd3vp
(A.9)
where the product rule has been invoked. The first and second terms in Equation A.9
can be shown to be zero by applying the divergence theorem leaving only the third
term as non zero. In addition by noting that the force vector is given by F =
q(E + vp ×B):
∫
vp(F ·∇vp)fd3vp = −
∫
fF ·∇vpvpd3vp (A.10)
= −
∫
fFd3vp (A.11)
= −
∫
fq(E + vp ×B)d3vp (A.12)
= −nq(E + v ×B) (A.13)
Now, if we substitute the right-hand side of Equations A.8 and A.13 for the second
and third terms in Equation A.2 respectively then the following results:
mn
∂v
∂t
+mv
∂n
∂t
+mv∇ · (nv) +mn(v ·∇)v+∇ ·P− nq(E + v×B) = 0 (A.14)
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The second and third terms are equal to zero due to the continuity equation
(
∂n
∂t
+
∇ · (nv) = 0) leaving us with the force balance equation.
mjnj
[
∂vj
∂t
+ (vj · ∇)vj
]
= njqj(E + vj ×B)−∇ ·Pj (A.15)
where j = e for electrons j = i for ions.
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Acronyms and definitions of
variables
ICF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inertial Confinement Fusion
MCF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Magnetic Confinement Fusion
JET . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joint European Torus
MAST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Mega Ampe`re Spherical Tokamak
NSTX-U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .National Spherical Torus eXperiment Upgrade
DEMO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .DEMOnstration fusion power plant
ASDEX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Axially Symmetric Divertor EXperiment
AUG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ASDEX Upgrade
β . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . The ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure
ELM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Edge Localised Mode
p
′
ped . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pedestal pressure gradient
Jped . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pedestal current density
Pi, Pe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ion and electron pressures
Ti, Te . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ion and electron temperatures
E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Electric field
ne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Electron number density
‖ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Denotes component parallel to the magnetic field
⊥ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Denotes component perpendicular to the magnetic field
e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Electronic charge
c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Speed of light in vacuum
j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
√−1
K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Turbulence wave vector
ρi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ion Larmor radius
λ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wavelength of radiation
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ω . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Frequency of radiation
ωi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Frequency of incident radiation
ωs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frequency of scattered radiation
ωpe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Plasma frequency
ωce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Electron cyclotron frequency
∆ω . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frequency Doppler shift
X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ratio of plasma frequency to radiation frequency squared
Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ratio of cyclotron frequency to radiation frequency
DBS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Doppler Backscattering
SAMI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Synthetic Aperture Microwave Imaging
FPGA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Field Programmable Gate Array
IF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Intermediate Frequency
LO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Local Oscillator
RF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Radio Frequency
DRO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dielectric Resonance Oscillators
νprobe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IF active probing frequency
BES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Beam Emission Spectroscopy
NBI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Neutral Beam Injection
LCFS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Last Closed Flux Surface
O-mode . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Ordinary mode
X-mode . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . eXtraordinary mode
ST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spherical Tokamak
λD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Debye Length
θ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Horizontal angle in SAMI image coordinates
φ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Vertical angle in SAMI image coordinates
Er . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Radial electric field
vθ, vφ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Poloidal and toroidal components of the turbulence velocity
Bθ,Bφ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Poloidal and toroidal components of the magnetic field
N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Refractive index
r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Beam forming focal point
xi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Position of the i
th antenna in the SAMI array
ψi . . . . . . . . . . . Phase shift applied to the i
th antenna channel whilst beam forming
SAi , Sˆ
A
i . . . . . . . . . . The signal from the i
th antenna in time and frequency domains
SB, SˆB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Beam formed signal in the time and frequency domains
wi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Complex calibration factor for the i
th antenna
k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wave vector of the probing beam
ki, ks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Wave vector of the incident and scattered probing beam
k0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wave vector of probing beam in vacuum
ksc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Wave vector of probing beam at scattering location
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K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Wave vector of the turbulence
KB⊥ Binormal component of turbulent wave vector perpendicular to the magnetic
field and density surface normal
Ω . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frequency of the turbulence
vturb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Turbulence velocity
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . In-phase signal component
Q . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Quadrature signal component
θmax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Field of view
θ3dB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 dB width
vp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Particle velocity
v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Flow velocity of fluid element
SND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Single Null Discharge
DND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Double Null Discharge
RMP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Resonant Magnetic Perturbation
FWHM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Full Width Half Maximum
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